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I. INTRODUCTION

Much research has been done in recent years in an attempt to find better ways to

transmit video information over low bandwidth channels. This research has resulted in

the development of full motion video systems for the Tl carrier bandwidths. However,

with these high compression factors the quality of the reconstructed imagery at the

receiver is significantly lower than "broadcast quality". In addition, there is a continuing

demand for further reductions in bandwidths without further loss in quality.

Video compression can be viewed as a problem in determining the minimum infor

mation necessary to reconstruct a signal at a receiver which represents, within some speci

fied accuracy, the signal which entered the transmitter. The calculation of the minimum

information needed to exactly reconstruct any signal has been defined by Shannon. We

cannot sample at a rate less than twice the highest frequency component (spatial or tem

poral) in the signal without a loss in information. Abiding by Shannon's sampling

theorem guarantees zero error reconstruction. The problem at hand, however, forces us

below the rate that Shannon proves is necessary for exact reconstruction. As a result, we

are faced with the problem of finding the subset of information to transmit which can

subsequently be used to reconstruct a signal at the receiver with some desired accuracy.

This report describes the research performed in the CCSP Enhancement Project

entitled, "Video Teleconferencing" from July 1, 1984-June 30, 1985. The research con

centrated on finding new methods for compressing the video information to yield better

picture quality at lower bandwiths. To accomplish this goal, three areas were address:

the collection and description of statistical information contained in video sequences; the
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development of a new pei-recursive motion-compensated video teleconferencing algo

rithm; and the evaluation of the use of deconvolution techniques for improved image

reconstruction at the receiver. Specifically, Section II presents the results of the study of

image statistics. In Section III, a description of the new pel-recursive rnotion

compensated algorithm is given along with the analysis of its convergence properties and

simulation results. Section IV contains the analysis of the use of deconvolution tech

niques, Section V states the conclusions, and Section VI indicates several areas for further

research.
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II. THE CHARACTERIZATION OF IMAGE STATISTICS

11.1 Introduction

Part of the research in this project was dedicated to collecting and categorizing the

information contained in video sequences in a statistical way. This task was intended to

enhance our understanding of the kinds of information in a sequence and determine which

of that information is important for transmission. The types of information characterized

were percent motion; mean and standard deviation of the entire image, the noise, and the

motion window; mean and standard deviation of the difference sequence for a full image

sequence and for the motion regions; correlation information for the noise, the entire

image, the motion window; and correlation information for the difference sequence for a

full image sequence and for the motion regions in a sequence.

IT.2 Percent Motion

Three image sequences were used as a data base for the collection of the image statis

tics. The three sequences each contained 60 frames (two seconds). A pair of pictures for

each sequence (bobsjob, map, and robot) is shown in Figures 11.1 - 11.3



Figure II.la: Bobsjob, frame 0
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Figure II.2a: ~Iap, frame 0

Figure II.2b: Map, frame 60
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Figure II.3a: Robot, frame 0

F'isure II.3b: Robot, frame 60
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The original sequences have the standard intensity resolution of 8 bits/ pel and a spatial

resolution of 282 lines/frame by 448 pels/line. This yields an uncompressed bit rate of

1.01 Mbits/frame. Each frame contains two interlaced fields.

The percentage of interframe motion for each of the three sequences is plotted in Fig

ure 11.4 -II.6. Moving pixels were defined as those that had a magnitude intensity change

of more than three between consecutive frames. It is clear from these figures that percent

motion can vary considerably over the length of the sequence, but in each of these cases

the maximum percent motion is less than 25%.

11.3 Histograms

The histograms of the entire image, the noise, the the motion window, the difference

picture, and the difference of the motion window were calculated. From these histograms

estimates were made of the mean and the standard deviation. The results are shown in

Figure 11.7 - II.ll.
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Figure 11.7 contains the histograms of the noise for each of the three image

sequences. In each case the histograms closely approximate a Gaussian waveform with a

mean equal to zero. It should be noted that the standard deviations for each sequence are

slightly different. The noise was determined by forming a temporal differencing opera

tion in a background (non-moving) region. This should insure that any changes were due

to noise only. A motion compensation scheme was applied to this region in order to com

pensate for any possible camera jitter. The algorithm had no effect on the statistics.

Figure 11.8 contains the histograms of the entire frame for each of the three image

sequences. Here, the histograms appear to be more irregular with little likelihood of

characterizing this information with a standard waveform.

Figure 11.9 contains the histograms of the motion windows for each of the three

image sequences. Again the histograms are irregular. These motion windows were

256x320 pixels. The windows contain all of the sequence motion as well enough back

ground to be consistent with a realistic teleconferencing situation. The predominant

information that is missing from the windows is the background nonmoving parts of the

picture, with variations due only to the noise.

Figure 11.10 contains the histograms of the difference picture sequences generated

from the full-sized images. In this case, the histograms appear to be more Laplacian in

shape, with means very close to zero.
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Figure 11.11 contains the histograms of the difference picture sequences generated from

the motion windows. The histograms. once again, appear to be Laplacian with means

approximately equal to zero. No Laplacian fit was performed with this data, but the

Laplacian density has been predicted for difference frames in other publications.

II.4 Correlation Information

The covariance and the normalized correlation coefficient were calculated for the

noise, the full-sized image, the motion window, the difference sequence, and the difference

sequence of the motion window. The results are tabulated in Figures 11.12 - 11.16.

Figure 11.12 contains a table of the covariance and the correlation coefficient values

for the noise in the three sequences. It can be seen from these results that the noise is

almost perfectly uncorrelated except for the coefficients which only have a temporal time

lag. In this case, the correlation of 0.5 is most likely due to 60 cycle noise from the power

source.

Figure 11.13 contains a table of the covariance and the correlation coefficient values

for the full-sized image sequences. It is clear that all of the pels in these images are highly

correlated with their adjacent neighbors. In fact, the correlation is higher than IS nor

mally used with Gauss-Markov sources employed to model image sequences.

Figure II.14 contains a table of the covariance and the correlation coefficient values

for the motion window. Even in this situation, the correlation is extremely high. In fact,

it is not statistically different than the previous case. This is probably due to the fact

that the motion window still contains a large amount of nonmoving background.
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Figure 11.15 contains a table of the covariance and the correlation coefficient values

for the difference sequence of the full-sized image. The correlation in these sequences is

much lower.

Figure 11.16 contains a table of the covariance and the correlation coefficient values

for the difference sequence of the motion window.
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Bobsjob difference sequence - noise region.

(k'J'.t') (0.0,0) (0.1.0) (1.0.0) (1 1 0) (0.0,1) (0 1,1) (1,0,1 ) (1.1,1)

covariance 2.417 -.2422 ...0251 -.0380 -1.228 .1408 .0529 .0307

riormaliaed] 1 .1002 .0104 .0157 .5078 .0582 .0219 .0127

Map difference sequence - noise region. I
(k'.1'.t') I (0.0.0) I (0.1.0) I (1.0.0) I (1,1.0) (0.0.1 ) (0,1.1) I (1.0,1) I (1,1.1) I

I ··L~-!8 ! -.315:3 I -.0100 I -.0193 -2.115 .2087
I

-.0103 I .0019 icovarrance I

riorm aliz ed] I 1 I .0742 I .0023 I .0045 I .4979 .0491 I .0024 I .0004 I
I

I

I
Robot difference sequence - noise regia n ,I

I (k:.1'. t') (0.0.0) (0.1.0) I (1.0.0) I (1.1,0) I (0.0.1) I (0.1.1 ) (1.0.1 ) (1.1.1) !

I covariance 2.761 --.2878 I -.0028 I -.0107 -1.381 I .16.55 ...0022 .0301 i

norm aliaedi 1 .1042 .0010 I .0039 .5002 .0008 .0109

Figure II.12: Image Sequence Noise Correlation



Bobsjob actual sequence - full frame

(k'.1', t') (0,0.0) (0,1.0) (1,0,0) (1 1,0) (0,0 1) I (0,1.1) (1,0,1 ) (1,1.1)

cov arrance 1998 1974 1964 1949 1977 I 1960 1962 1949

normalizedl 1 .9880 .9826 .97.55 .9895 I .9807 .9819 .9755

Map actual sequence - full frame i
(k i .1 ' .t 1 ) I (0.0.0 ) I (0.1.0) I (1.0.0) I (1.1.0) , (0.a.1) I (0,1,1) f ( 1.0. 1) I (1 ,1.1) -j

covariance I 1~7.) I 1259 , 1252 I 1242 I 1241 I 1244 I 1231 1232!

I ~ormalizedl I 1 I .987.) j .9823 I .9743 i .9738 I .9755 I .9660 .966.) 1

20

(k'.l'.t') f (0.0.0) I (0.1,0)

I covariance I 2867 I ~834

I normaiizedl I 1 I .9888

Robot actual sequence - full frame !

(1.0.0) I (1,1.0) I (0.0.1) i (0.1.1) I (1.0.1) I (1.1.1) j

2831 I 2801 I 2846 I 2806 2816! 2777 I

.9876 I .9771 I .99~7 : .9;90 j .9824 j .9689 I

Figure 11.13: Image Sequence Pixel Correlation (Full Frame)



Bobsjob actual sequence - window region

(k'.l'.t') I (0.0,0) (0,1.0) I (1.0.0) (1.1.0) (0.0.1) (0.1.1 ) (1.0.1 ) (1.1.1)
covariance I 2676 2645 2632 2611 2648 2623 2630 2612
norrn aliaed] I 1 .9882 .9832 .9756 .9892 .9800 .9827 .9761

Map actual se quence > window region

, (k'.1'. t') (0.0.0) (1.0.0) (1.1.0) (0.0.1 ) (0.1.1 ) (1.0.1 ) (1.1.1) i

! covariance 1697 1667 1653 1648 1653 183,) 1637
I norm alized] 1 .9822 .9740 .9711 .n742 .963.) .9646 !

,
Ro bot ac tual se que nce > window regia n

1
I II

I (k'.1'. t}) I (0.0.0) (0.1.0) (1.0.0) (1.1.0) (0.0.1 ) (0.1.1) ! (1.0.1 ) (1.1.1) I

cov ariance 3.507 3479 :3479 3448 3477 3438 I 34.58 3412

norrnaliae dl 1 .9921 .9919 .9826 .9914 .9802 I .9854 .9727 i

Figure 11.14: Image Sequence Pixel Correlation (Motion Window]

21



Bobsjob difference sequence .. full frame

(k',l't') (0,0,0) (0.1.0) (1,0,0) (1,1 0) (0.0,1 ) (0,1.1 ) (1.0 ,1) T (1 1,1 ')

covariance 36.80 31.85 ~3.68 22.65 12.34 14.44 20.20 I 19.96

norm a lised] 1 .8853 .6434 .61,54 .3354 .3924 .5490 I .5424

Map difference sequence .. full frame
I
I

I (k'.1'. t') (1.0.0) (1.1,0) (0.0.1) (0.1.1) (1.0.1 ) (1.1.1) I

covariance 38.:20 3.5.19 9.877 16.~18 14.54 I 16.58 I

norm aiiaed] .6171 .,5684 .1,59.5 .274:2 .236.5 .2679 I
~

I Robot difference sequence - full frame

I (k' ,1', t') (0.0.0) (0.1.0) (1.0.0) (1.1.0) (0.0.1 ) .o.i.i /1.0.1 , (1.1.1 )
I
I

I covarrance 36.34 29.19 23.02 19.74 9.07-i: 4.672 13.3~ 8.257
I normaliaedl 1 .8032 .6336 .5431 .2-!9' .iess .3666 -, )-.,

I
•.. - 1_

Figure 11.15: Difference Sequence Pixel Correlation (Full Frame)
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Bobsjob difference sequence - window region

(k'.1' t t') (0,0,0) (0,1.0) (1.0.0) (1.1.0) (0 0.1) (0.1,1 ) (1.0,1 ) I (1 1 1)

covariance ,55.32 49.13 36.43 34.87 19.60 22.15 31.07 30.73

ricrm alisedl 1 .8880 .858.5 .6303 .3542 .4003 .5617 .5,),55

Map difference sequence .. window region

(k~.l'.t') (0.0.0) (1.1.0) (0.0.1) (0.1.1 )

! covariance 91.9,5 79.~6 57.98 53.50 15.63 25.2-!I

I norm alized] 1 .8619 .6306 .5818 .1700 .27 ~-t ')"''''-.z o I ,

I
Robot difference sequence .. window region

Irk).r .~') (0.0.0) (0.1.0) I (1.0.0) (1.1,0) I (0.0.1) (0.1,1 ) (1.0.1 ) (1,1.1 ) I

covariance .53.:)0 44.24 I 36.70 2!J.8i I 13.87 6.57,5 19.68 12.28 I

riorm a lizedl 1 .8301 ! .6886 .5604 I .2503 .1~34 .369:3 .2299 I

Figure 11.16: Difference Sequence Pixel Correlation (Motion Window)
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11.5 CONCLUSION

The statistics generated are in reasonable agreement with those used for modeling

and analysis, although the correlation may be a little high. Also it should that the vari

ance for the noise is for the difference sequence and that the variance for the actual

sequence would be one half of this value. Further, the motion percentage is probably over

estimated. This problem is being studied.

These statistics provide valuable informaton when analyzing algorithms and generat

ing image sequence models. They can be used to confirm any assumptions used which

before were only educated guesses or based on other data.
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III. CONVERGENCE CRITERIA ANAL YSIS FOR A PEL-RECURSIVE
MOTION-COMPENSATED CODEC

III.l Introduction

The objective in image sequence compression is to minimize the amount of inforrna-

tion that must be transferred. Previous work [51,55,75] has shown that predicting the

motion and accessing the intensity values from the previous frame (or field) generally

results in a better prediction of the intensity values than trying to predict the intensity

values solely from previous intensity information.

Although motion-compensated interframe coding was introduced in the 1970's, rela-

tively little analytical work has been done to prove convergence of the motion estimate or

to develop rates of convergence. As a result, many of the proposed algorithms and their

real-time implementations are ad hoc. By analyzing the convergence requirements and

the convergence rates of the basic motion-compensated technique, a more rigorous algo-

rithm can be developed.

In Section 111.2 the basic technique is reviewed to establish the notation. In Section

III.3 the convergence analysis is performed. In Section 111.4 the new pel-recursive

motion-compensated algorithm is introduced and in Section 111.5 some simulation results

are presented. The gradient estimation noise covariance is derived in an Appendix A.
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111.2. The Basic Pel-recursive Motion-compensated Algorithm

Netravali and Robbins [,51] developed a pel-recursive technique for motion-

compensated coding. The intensity values within a frame are represented by I( z,t),

where z is a two-dimensional spatial vector and t is the frame at time t. If an object

moves with purely translational motion, then for some d, where d is the two-dimensional

spatial translation displacement vector of the object point during the time interval

[t -I,tl,

l(z,t) = I(z-d,t-l).

Define a function called the displaced frame difference:

... £ .... i
DFD(z,d ) = I(z,t) - I{z-d ,t-l),

(111-1 )

(111-2)

where cii is an estimate of the translation vector. The DFD converges to zero as cii con-

verges to the actual displacement, d , of the object point. An iterative equation to find d

using the DFD function can be developed using the gradient method [73]:

di + 1
= iii - ~V-[DFD(z d)]21

2 d a', - ,
d=d'

(III-3)

where Vd is the two-dimensional gradient operator with respect to displacement ci and e

is the convergence coefficient. After algebraic manipulations, the resulting iterative equa-

tion for correcting the displacement estimation is:

ci l
+

1
= cii - eDFD(zl1,ci

l

)VzI(z-ci
l

,t - l )lz=z.. 

where V' zI is the two-dimensional spatial gradient.

(111-4 )



111.3 Convergence Analysis

Two of the important issues of an iterative algorithm such as the one presented in

Section 111.2 are to guarantee convergence and to determine the rate of convergence.

Almost all previously presented pel-recursive techniques have used only one iteration per

pel and assumed convergence over time [1-3,4,5,6,7]. The compression rate would be

greater if the displacement-estimate algorithm in (111-4) converged to d at each pel. In

other words, the information rate would be less if the algorithm obtained the correct dis-

placement at every moving pel, not just converged over time within the moving area.

A requirement for the displacement estimation algorithm to converge at every pel is

"0
that the surface between IDFD(za,d )1 2 and IDFD(za,d)12 must be a concave surface, a

minimum point of which is IDFD(zIJ,d)1 2
• dO is the initial estimate of the displacement

and d is the actual displacement.

Figure rn.i is a one-dimensional example of how IDFD I might vary with ',l, where ',l

is an estimate of the true one-dimensional displacement, d. Xc is the spatial position at

which the IDFD I is minimized, (x - d). If Xb or xd is the initial spatial location estimate,

(x - "l), then the displacement estimation algorithm should converge to d. However, if

(x -"l) is at xIJ or X
e

, problems occur. With an initial spatial location estimate of XIJ' the

displacement estimate algorithm would probably converge to the location of the local

minimum, xf. With Xe as the initial spatial location estimate, no correction would occur



since the spatial gradient at Ie (\" X11!e) is zero.

o
:r

o 0 -t-------..LL. N
a

0-+-------,-----.--..-.----.011.....------.,....----....----.....,
1 11 21 ~1 ~1

4;petial_ver-ieble
Sl 61

Figure 111.1: A Sample Plot of IDFD I

One problem with an algorithm which converges to the correct displacement at every

pel is a large computational expense. Horn and Schunck [8,9] and Nagel [10] have

developed algorithms which do converge to the correct displacement for every pel in the

image. Their algorithms require a system of coupled equations to be iterated over the

image half as many times as the widest dimension of any moving object. The large

number of iterations is required to insure that the displacement estimates from the perim-

eter of the moving object are propagated into the interior of the moving object and that

the displacement estimates vary smoothly over the interior of the moving object. The

coupled equations are due to the fact that IDFD(z,pd
i
)12 is potentially minimized locally
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for a multitude of dl

values, only one of which IS the "correct" one. Minimizing

IDFD(za,d
i
)12 using only local information does not necessarily produce a unique (or

correct) solution. In fact when using only local information, a unique displacement vector

to have a locally unique minimum, za must be the intersection of two edges of different

orientation, e.g., a corner. It is only by considering a set of edges with different orienta-

tions that a unique solution can be found. However, if these edges have almost the same

orientation, the problem will be ill-conditioned, i.e., noise will affect the solution greatly.

One way to get around the problem of IDFD(za,d
i
)12 being minimized with many

... i
values of d is to use an independent second constraint on the displacement vector. For

example, the second constraint used by Horn and Schunck [8,9] and Nagel [10] was that

the displacement vectors had to vary smoothly.

In its initial passes over the image, Nagel's algorithm [10], which was an enhance-

ment of Horn and Schunck's [8,9], ultimately had the same problem as an algorithm

based only on minimizing IDFD(za,d
i )12. Namely a linear set of solutions is obtained in

regions having only one moving edge orientation. Nagel attempts to solve this problem

by using an operator [11] which in effect finds the average gradient within an area. This

is similar to the technique proposed by Huang [12] and does not necessarily lead to a

well-conditioned problem. In fact, Netravali and Robbins [3] have shown that using a
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least-squares approach to determine the gradient does not decrease the information rate

appreciably when compared with single-point evaluation. Since image compression, not

motion estimation, is the ultimate goal in this research, it should be reiterated that the

techniques of Horn and Schunck [8,9] and Nagel [10,13] have only been applied to the

motion-estimation/image-segmentation problem and have not been extended to the infor

mation compression problem.

There is a way to get around the problem of needing a second constraint: let the dis

placement vector converge in the mean over time within the moving area. This is the

approach that will be used in this research.. Although this is not without its drawbacks,

iterating over the whole image 10-32 times appears to be too computationally expensive

and using a least squares approach to gradient estimation has not been shown to be worth

the additional computation involved.

Two proofs of convergence will be presented. The first is solely to determine the con

vergence requirements. The second is required to develop a framework from which the

displacement estimate variance can be determined.

III.3.1 First Proof of Convergence of the Displacement Vector Estimate

In this section, it will be proved that the displacement estimation algorithm defined

by equation (111-4) converges under certain conditions to the true displacement as a mov

ing object is scanned. The proof procedure is similar to one used in [1]. The assumptions

are that the motion is purely translational and that the uncovered background is

neglected. Start by substituting equation (111-2) into (111-4) to obtain



di
+1 = di-E{I(Za,t)-I(Za-di,t-l)}VllI(z-dl,t-l)lll=Il~'

Substituting from (1) for I(z(l\t),

The term in braces can be expanded using a Taylor series expansion, i.e.,
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(III-.5 )

(II1-6 )

I(za-d,t-l)-I(za-dl,t-l) = (di-d)TV,J(z-di,t-l)lll=zQ

+ Ih(d
i
-d)TV;I(z-di,t -l)(d

i
-d)lz=zQ (III-7)

+ O(d
i
-d)3,

where V;10 IS the 2x2 matrix of second partial derivatives of 10 and 0 (d i - d)3

represents the higher order terms in (d i - d).

The O(d
i
-d)3 terms cannot be expressed in matrix notation; an open form must be

used. Let

and

Hfil
ax

i!.ill '
ay

(111-8)

where (i) = (za - di, t - 1). The Taylor series expansion of the difference in the two in ten-

sity values can now be rewritten in open form as



where Lldi is the error in the x displacement estimate at the ith iteration and fld; is the

error in the y displacement estimate at the ith iteration.

The number of terms in the Taylor series that are required to obtain a good estimate

of the difference in the two intensity values is dependent on two factors: 1) the error in

the displacement estimation, and 2) the magnitude of the higher order derivatives of the

intensity function. There is no reason to assume that a sufficient estimate is always

obtained by retaining only the first term of the Taylor series expansion [14].

Substituting (111-9) into (111-6),

where mixed notation is used for compactnes~. After some intermediate algebra and

regrouping of factors,

di+l = d
i

- e{VzI(i)f(i)}(d
i
-d),lz=za

where f( i) is a lx2 matrix defined as

The first two terms of f( i) are indicated in Figure 111.2.

Subtracting d from both sides of (III-II),

where J is the appropriate size identity matrix.

(III-II)

(111-12)

(111-13)



Equation (111-13) is of the form e t +1 == Ate
J

where A is a 2x2 matrix and e is the :2xl

error vector which is to be reduced as i -J:. This can be rewritten as ek = (IT Ai )eo. If it
i=O

can be shown that the Ilek II tends to zero as k-.», convergence will be proved. Assume

k

B = IT At as k-x. Beo == 0 if eoE lV(B), the null space of B. Alternatively it can be
i=O

shown that Beo = 0 if the spectral radius of B is less than one. Unfortunately, neither of

these is necessarily the case.

Closer inspection of the matrix A reveals that it can be rewritten as [J- eel, where

C is rank deficient, independent of the number of terms retained in the Taylor series

expansion. Thus the spectral radius of A is greater than or equal to one depending on E.

If the spectral radius of A is one, further analysis must be performed to determine if the

algorithm converges.

Investigation of stochastic gradient algorithms reveals that convergence properties

are frequently determined by analyzing the behavior of the ensemble average [15-18].

Using this approach and assuming the two factors on the right-hand side are uncorre-

lated, take the expected value of both sides and apply Schwartz inequality,

(111-14)

where E{ } denotes expected value. This can be rewritten as

(111-15)

h \ IS the maximum eigenvalue of the positive semidefinite symmetric matrixwere "-max



j= 1: fl(i) = [Hill i!Jil}l ax ay

= {:~ :~ }I(Z~-di,t-l)

= V JT(z-d
i

t-l)1z ' Z=Za.
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Figure 111.2: Expansion of the First Two Terms of f( i)

E {VzI( i)f( i)}.

For convergence of the algorithm, 11- EAmaxl must be less than unity or



')

_'-J_ > e > O.
A. max
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(111-16)

Since there are only two eigenvalues and the sum of the eigenvalues of any matrix

equals the trace, A. max is upper bounded by the trace and lower bounded by one half of the

trace. Therefore the following condition is sufficient for the iterative algorithm to con-

verge:

4------ > e > 0,
tre{V'zI( £)f( i)}

where tr indicates the trace of the 2x2 matrix.

If f 1( i)==f( i) (see Figure III.2), then equation (111-17) can be rewritten as

4.L\1
M
~ [{V.t; i)}2 + {V yI( i)}2]
i=l

(III-I7)

(III-18)

where M iterations are performed within the moving area. The number of iterations per

pel is not required to be constant. VzI( i) and V' yI( i) are the orthogonal components of

V~I{ i), i.e., the gradient vector elements. The {VI( i)}2 notation indicates the square of

the real-valued gradient component. Note the difference between {VI( i)}2 in equation

(III-18) and V2I( i) in equation (III-7) and in Figure 111.2. In Section 111.5, it will be shown

that for a set of typical sequences, e must be less than 0.0040 for low interframe motion

and less than 0.0200 for high interframe motion.
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111.3.2 Second Proof of Convergence of the Displacement Vector Estimate

There is another \vay to approach the proof of convergence, which yields a procedure

to determine the displacement variance at convergence. Equation (III-II) can be rewrit-

ten as

(111-19)

Taking the expected values of both sides and assuming the gradient and the displace-

ment are uncorrelated,

(III-20)

Although E {V.I(£)f( i)} may be spatially varying, it is real and symmetric. There-

fore, it may be decomposed by a similarity transform into the form

E{V.I(i)f(i)} = U(i)S(i)UT(i), (111-21 )

where U( i) is the orthonormal matrix whose columns are the normalized eigenvectors of

E{v zI(i)f(i)}, and S(i) is the diagonal matrix of eigenvalues of E{V zI(i)f(i)}. Further

UT(i)U(i) = J. (III-22)

Note that E{V.I( i)f( i)} is full rank only if there are multiple edge orientations

within the random field over which the expected value is taken. The purpose of this

transform is to "rotate" (111-19) for the expected displacement vector into a coordinate

system in which the expected displacement components are uncoupled. If one were to

expand (111-19), it would be seen that the behavior of E{d;-r 1} (and E{d;~l}) is depen

dent upon both E {d~} and E {d;}. The transformation in (111-:21) provides a set of uncou-
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pled displacements, v( i), for which the convergence properties of the gradient algorithm

are more easily displayed.

Therefore, let v( i) be the set of uncoupled displacements and be defined by the pair

of transformations

and

v(i) = UT(i)E{cil

Substituting (111-21) and (111-23) into (111-20),

v(i+l)=G(i+l)[J-eS(i)]v(i) + eU T(i+l)S(i)d,

where

G(i+l) = U T(i + l )U(i ).

(111-23)

(111-24 )

(111-2.5)

(111-26)

Analytically, the product UT(i + l)U(i) is not easily defined. Since UT(i)U(i) is the

identity matrix and ci
i

+ 1::::: ci
i

within a moving area, as a first approximation assume

G( i + 1) is approximately equal to J, the identity matrix.

Assume the U( i) and S( i) matrices are constant. (111-25) becomes

v(i+l) = [J-eS]v(i) + eUTSd, (111-27)

where the i-dependence has been dropped for U and S. Note that one way to make S(i)

constant is to make E equal to the product of a constant and the inverse of S( i). To

obtain the closed-form solution for the expected displacement vector E{ci
i
+

1
}, it is neces-



sary to solve (111-2.5) for uncoupled displacement vector, v(i+l), and utilize (111-23) for

" +1
the transformation back to the E{d t }.

To solve (111-:27), it is instructive to expand a few terms in the v( i) sequence:

i=O:

i == 1:

i == 2:

v(l) == [J-eS]v(O) + eUTSd

v(2) == [J-eS]v(l) + eUTSd

== [J -eS]{[J -eS]v(O) + eUTSd} + eUTSd

= [J -eS]2v (O) + [J -eS]eUTSd + eUTSd

v(3) = [J-eS]v(2) + eUTSd

== [J -eSJ{[J -eS]2v (O) + [J-eS]eU TSd + eUTSd} + EUTSd.

(111-28)

Following this procedure, the expression for v( i) becomes

. i-I
v( i) == [J -eS]lv(O) + 2: e[J -eS]nuTSd, i >0.

n=O
(111-29)

Since [J-eS] is a diagonal matrix, the vj(i) in (111-29) are uncoupled. Thus, (111-29)

written in terms of a single vj(i) becomes

where

. i-I
Vj(i) == (l-EAj)'Vj(O) + Eej 2: (l-eAJ)n

n =0
(111-30)

c·==A·d·u·) }}} i> 1,2 (111-31 )

and Uj is the jth eigenvector of the U matrix, A.) is the jth eigenvalue of E{VzI(£)f(i)},

and d
J

is the jth component of the true displacement vector.

Performing the summation in (III-~30) produces

(111-32)
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Simplifying and using the substitution

(111-:33)
(111-32) becomes

(111-34)

Several facts are noteworthy:

(b) For convergent v) (i) solutions, each of the quantities I)' J 1must be less than

unity. This leads to the same constraints on E as in (111-16) through (111-18).

(c) There are two modes of con vergence.

Each uncoupled displacement, vj(i) convergences in the mean toward its final value,

C
_J , at a rate controlled by the product EX i: One may define a convergence constant, T j'
'A.

J

for each of the two modes as the number of iterations needed for Vj(£) in (111-27) to be

within e -1 of its final value, vj (:c). This produces the following equation:

V '(T') = v·(:.c) + e -1[v (0)- V .(:c)]}.) J. })

= v)(O) + (l-e-L)[v)(:C)-Vj(O)]

which, with the use of (111-34), may be solved for T}:

(111-35 )



-to

This implies that

"Y;J = e- 1

(l-EAj)T J == e- 1

T j In (1- EA j) = - 1

-1

(111-36 )

(111-37 )

Since each of the Aj may be quite different, the convergence constants 'T) may vary

considerably, resulting in diverse convergence rates for each mode. The largest eigenvalue

corresponds to the dominant mode which produces the shortest convergence time. See

Example 1.

In the next section, an analytical measure of the variance of the displacement esti-

mate will be derived. This measure will reveal that choosing the maximum allowable

value for E is usually not the best choice.



-!1

Consider all image edge which has

and

[
400 100]

E{v'II(i)f(i)} = 100 200 .

The eigenvalues and eigenvectors of E{VzJ(i)f(£)} are:

[AI A2] = [441.4214 158.5i86]

= [-0.3827 0.9239]
U 0.9239 0.3827

Using equation (111-17), E is constrained to be less than 0.0067. Arbitrarily choose

E = 0.0010. Then

-1

In(l- .4414214)

-1 = 5.7916
In (1- .lE58.5786)

This analysis indicates both uncoupled displacement estimates should be within e - L

of their final value within six iterations.

Example 1: Convergence Rate for Displacement Estimates
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111.3.3 Variance of the Displacement Vector Estimate At Convergence

While it has been shown that the expected value of the displacement vector con-

verges to the correct value, no consideration has been given to the variance of the dis-

placement vector estimation about the correct value. From (111-16) it can be seen that if

E < 2/A max ' convergence of the displacement vector in the mean sense is assured. How-

ever, it will be shown in the following that the variance of the displacement vector about

the correct value is proportional to E, resulting in conflicting requirements: large E for

rapid convergence and small E for small displacement estimate variance.

Assume the estimated gradient equals the true gradient plus noise. In this case, (111-

3) can be rewritten as

(111-38 )

After working this change through the intermediate equations, (111-13) can be rewrit-

ten as

(111-39 )

The eigenvector matrix U is used to provide a transformation similar to equations

(111-23) and (111-24), which decouple the displacement vector equations.

Thus letting

(III-~O)

and



(d t
-d) = U(i)8(i)

t3

(111-41)

and substituting (111-41) into (111-39), the following uncoupled difference vector iterative

equation is obtained:

8U + 1) = [J -ES(i)]8(i) - ; UT(i)N(i). (111-42)

Equation (111-42) can now be analyzed to determine information about the magni-

tude of the displacement variance about the true displacement value, d. It has already

been shown that the di
estimate converges for large values of i to the true solution, d.

This result requires that the expected value of o( i) in (111-42) go to zero as J" increases.

Taking the expected value of both sides of (111-42) and enforcing this requirement yields

E{N(£)}==O.

In other words, the gradient estimation noise is zero mean.

(111-43)

To find the variance of the displacement estimates for stationary statistics, take the

outer product of equation (111-42):

Performing the matrix multiplication and then simplifying produces:

o(i)oT(i) = [J-ESjo(i)oT(i)[J-ESjT

+ (~)2UTN(i)NT(i)U
. 0)

(111-44 )

(111-45 )
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Next take the expected value of both sides. Since o(i) is only affected by gradient

estimation noise from the previous iterations, the vectors 8(i) and N(i) are uncorrelated

and the expected value of the term in brackets in (111-4.1) is zero. Using this result, the

expectation of both sides of (III-·l5) becomes

E{8(i+l)OT(i+l)} == [J-eS]E{8(i)8 T(i)}[J-eS]

?

+ ..cUTE{N(i)NT(i)}U.
4

(111-46)

To derive useful results from (111-46) some assumptions must be made. Recall that

N(i) is the gradient estimation "noise" and is the difference between the true value of the

gradient and the computed value. Denote E{N(i)NT(i)} as L;n' where }:;n is a 2x2

matrix. (See Appendix A for derivation of }:;no)

Substituting ~;n into (111-46) and recognizing that at convergence the expectation

matrices are no longer time dependent, that is

E{8(i+l)8 T(i+l)} == E{8(i)8 T (i )} == E{8a T } ,

the following result is obtained:

Solving for E {88 T} produces

'l

E{33 T } = ..c[2ES-E:!S:!rlUT~inU,
4

(111-47)

(111-48 )

(111-49 )

Since the matrix to be inverted is diagonal, its inverse may be found easily, producing:

(111-.50)

where the nonzero elements of the diagonal matrix ~\ are given by
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(111-.) 1)

and the A j are the non-zero elements of the diagonal S matrix.

Using (III--!O) and the substitution ~=E{(dl_d)(di_d)T},it can be derived that

(111-.52)

The diagonal elements of the matrix u are the required displacement variances at

convergence:

See Example 2.

.. J

Var[d}-d j ] = il j j . (III-53 )

It can now be seen that the value of the convergence coefficient, E, is constrained,

that the constraints can be determined given certain a priori information, and that choos-

ing the maximum allowable E is not prudent.



----------------------

Consider the edge in Example 1 again. Assume E{vzJ(i)f(i)}::::: E{VzJ(i)\'zTJ(i)}.

To determine the variance of d. at convergence, the noise variance of the image, (J~, must

be known. Assume IT ~ = 0.0001. Therefore from Appendix A,

.) [2(0.0001)(400) + (0.0001)2 0 I
}:gn = 4 0 2(0.0001)(200) + (0.0001)2

[
0.32 0 I

~2 ---
gn ° 0.16

8- 1 = (III-51)

From (III-52)

(111-.52)

[
0.08 a ]

.i == E 0 0.04

1

Al a
o 1

Letting E = 0.0010 as in Example 1,

[
0 .08 0 I [0.0023 0 1[0.642 a ]

~ = 0.001 0 0.04 0 0.006:3 0 0.,343



[
1.16 0 j" -7

= 0 t.:37 -< to .

Therefore the displacement variance at convergence is

.... l

v'"ar[dx-d x ] = 1.16XIO- 1

'" l

Var [d y - d y ] 1.37 X 10- 7 .

Example 2: Displacement Estimate Variance at Convergence

47
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111.4 An Improved Motion Prediction Technique

There have been two predominant methods of displacement estimation: spa

tial and temporal. Most researchers have used a spatially adjacent displacement

vector as an initial estimate [1-7]. Other researchers, mostly from Bell Northern

Research [4,19], proposed predicting the displacement along the temporal axis. A

third approach is proposed in this dissertation: project the motion estimation for

ward along the motion trajectory (PAMT). This would have four advantages and

require a minimal increase in computation and memory over the temporal projec

tion procedure. The problems with the present schemes will be discussed first.

III.4.1 Existing Motion Prediction Techniques

By always using a spatially adjacent displacement vector as an initial estimate

for the displacement vector under consideration, an implicit assumption is being

made that the displacement vectors always have a high spatial correlation. This is

not what the original image model implies. The original model assumed that an

object is moving over a fixed stationary background. Although the displacement

vectors are highly correlated within the moving object and in the stationary back

ground, the displacement vectors are highly uncorrelated at the edges of that mov

ing object. It has been shown that the edges of an object may be what contribute

most to the estimation of the displacement vectors [20]. In Section 111.3 it was

indicated that the number of terms in the Taylor series expansion that are required
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to obtain a good estimate of the DFD is dependent on the error in the displacement

estimation. It is questionable whether a spatially adjacent displacement vector is a

sufficiently accurate initial estimate to assure convergence of the displacement esti-

mation equation. Consider a one-dimensional example.

In Figure III.3 an edge has moved three units to the left between frames t and

t -1. Scanning from left to right in frame t, a nonzero DFD is first encountered at

point Xa (assume <i0
=0). This incorrect displacement estimate of 0 will not be

corrected since vzllt-1=o. No matter how many times the algorithm iterates at

Xa, the correct displacement value cannot be found for I(xa,t). It is not until point

Xb is reached that the motion estimation can be corrected (i.e., when VzIl t -
1

becomes nonzero). If the correct d has not been determined by the time xd is

...

reached in the scan line, d cannot be corrected further until the spatial gradient in

frame t -1 becomes nonzero again, which may not occur until much later in the

scan line.

Dubois et al [4,19] suggested using the temporally adjacent displacement vec-

tor as an initial estimate. By projecting the displacement vector estimates over

time rather than space, the displacement estimates at the edges can exhibit a sharp

discontinuity and this discontinuity can be sharpened over time. However, this

approach does not fully solve the problem. It assumes that the location of the

moving objects remain the same frame-to-frame.
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Figure 111.3: A Moving Edge in One Dimension
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As one example of the problem with temporal prediction, look again at Figure

111.3. The same problem exists here as with spatially adjacent estimation: dO=Q at

I a · There is no way to converge to d at X a • The improvement of temporal predic-

tion occurs at xb where dO is not necessarily zero. The cost of obtaining this

improvement is an extra frame buffer to store the dO from frame to frame.

As a second example, consider the object moving to the left in the plane of

view with a constant translational velocity in Figure 111.4. If the displacement vec

tors are projected forward parallel to the temporal axis, then there will be errors

associated with both the leading and the trailing edge. The intensities along the

leading edge (area L in Figure 111.4) will not be predicted correctly since in the pre

vious frame (at time t -1), nothing was moving in those pel locations into which

the leading edge has now moved. The trailing edge (area T in Figure III.4), on the

other hand, has left some pel locations between time t -1 and t. The intensities at

these pel locations at time t constitute newly uncovered background. The algo

rithm will try to predict the intensities for these pels from displaced intensities in

the previous frame. The accuracy of this prediction will depend on the correlation

between the intensity values in the displaced region in the previous frame (frame

t -1) and the intensity values in the newly uncovered background region in the

present frame (frame t).
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A better prediction scheme would be to assume the motion, not the object

location, remained the same. Instead of projecting the motion estimations forward

parallel to the temporal axis, project them forward along the motion trajectory.

This is the improved motion prediction technique.

111.4.2 The Improved Motion Prediction Technique

If the object has a constant velocity frame-to-frame, projecting the displace

ment vectors forward in the direction of motion will correctly predict the leading

edge values. Also, those areas of the image which contain newly uncovered back

ground can be correctly detected.

By projecting the motion vectors forward in the direction of motion, a prob

lem that has existed in the implementation of the algorithm is solved. In proving

convergence the uncovered background was neglected [1]. Yet most algorithms [1

6,19] attempt to determine the intensity values for the newly uncovered back

ground at time t using intensities in the frame at time t -1. The structure of the

algorithm is at fault. By obtaining the initial estimates for the displacement vector

from spatially or temporally adjacent pels there is no way to detect what regions

are newly uncovered background. By predicting the motion vectors forward in the

direction of motion, the uncovered background will have no displacement values

predicted for it. The uncovered background is then easily detected, allowing a

better predictor to be used for it and allowing the implementation to be a true

implementation of the algorithm which was proved to converge.
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To reiterate and summarize? by projecting the displacement estimates for

ward along the motion trajectory four improvements are obtained:

1) With respect to spatial prediction, sharp discontinuities can exist at the boun

daries between moving objects and the background.

2) With respect to temporal prediction, the actual displacement of the object

point can be found more often since the motion, not the location, of the mov

ing area is assumed constant.

3) The number of iterations required for convergence will be decreased due to

better initial estimates. Also a smaller displacement prediction error allows a

larger E which increases the convergence rate.

4) A substantial portion of the uncovered background is detectable and can be

segmented out.

The computation requirements for P A.i\1T prediction are only slightly greater

than those for temporal prediction. The addressing for the framestore into which

the motion prediction field is loaded is random; in temporal prediction it is sequen

tial. When round( dz ) or round( dy ) changes, a gap is left in the predicted motion

vector field for the next frame when using the P AJ.\1T prediction scheme. However,

this problem can be at least partially resolved by using a gap-bridging filter [1,19].

As a side note, either constant interfrarne velocity or constant interframe accelera

tion can be assumed when using the PMIT prediction technique.
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111.403 Analytical Measure of Improvement

A quantitative comparison of the three displacement prediction schemes (spa

tial, temporal, and P A.L\1T) is difficult. To say anything substantive, some

assumptions must be made. It will be assumed that the correct displacement was

found for all pels along the leading edge of the moving area in the previous frame

and that the interframe motion is constant. Note that these assumptions are

rather stringent, but must be made to be able to isolate the improvements of the

proposed motion prediction technique. There are two ways to measure the

improvement. First, the number of pels whose displacement is correctly predicted

with the P ...t\MT technique but not with spatial prediction is the number of pels in

the leading edge of the moving area whose InFDI > T and VzI{ i) = [g I. The size

of this area can be estimated by the product of d and the "length" of the leading

edge. (See area L in Figure 111.4) The same improvement is obtained over temporal

prediction. The increase in the number of pels whose intensity is "correctly"

predicted with P AMT prediction, but not with spatial (or temporal) prediction can

be determined likewise.

The relative improvement in being able to identify the uncovered background

portion of a frame is much more difficult to ascertain. It is probably most depen

dent on the similarity between the newly uncovered background and the nearby

background which was visible in the previous frame.
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Note that even if the true interframe motion is not constant, constant motion

is a better estimate of the true motion than zero motion, since by the third law of

thermodynamics (the law of entropy), bodies in motion tend to remain in motion.

Thus the P AlvIT motion prediction technique is intuitively better than temporal

prediction, since temporal prediction in effect assumes the moving body has not

moved in the time interval [t - 1,t ].

The validity of the second assumption (that the "correct" displacement was

found in the previous frame for all pels along the leading edge of the moving area

in the previous frame) is most dependent on whether the leading edge is one of the

last edges scanned or one of the first. If the leading edge is one of the last, d j will

probably have converged to d; if it is one of the first, ci i
will probably not have

converged to d.

III.S Simulations

In this section simulation results are presented which show the increased

compression obtained by using the convergence analysis results and the increased

compression obtained by transmitting zeroth-order entropy information. The total

entropy bit rate is the sum of the information bits and addressing bits. The

addressing bits in all the simulation results herein are calculated using a runlength

encoding. In the first few simulation runs the information bits are based on taking

the difference of consecutive non-zero error values (first-order entropy); in the later
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runs the bits are calculated based on the error values directly (zeroth-order entropy).

The following parameters are used in the algorithm:

1) The motion vector is corrected if the DFD is greater than 3 out of :2.5,).

2) A noise-suppression pre-filter is used. It does two thresholding operations. First it

zeroes any frame differences less than four in magnitude. Secondly. if the four

closest pels have a thresholded frame difference of zero, the intensity of the pel under

consideration is set to the intensity at the same location in the previous frame (i.e.,

the frame difference is made zero). This pre-filter has been used in previous in vesti

gations of video teleconferencing by other researchers [1-3,5,21-24].

3) The intensity difference-or-errors sequence is quantized with a 33-level symmetric

quantizer whose positive representative values are: 0,4, 7, 11~ 16,21,28,35,44,53,

64.77,92,109,128,149,178.

4) The motion-predictor switches between straight interframe prediction and motion

compensated int.erframe prediction. Motion-compensated prediction is used when

the sum of the DFD at the three closest pels on the previous line is less than the

frame difference (FD) at those same pels. This is the technique proposed in [2].

5) .A5 is usually done, the simulation starts with a previous frame at the receiver.

6) Spatial prediction of d is used; specifically the d at the location one line and one pel

previous is used.
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7) The displacement correction algor it hrn iterates at most once at each pel.

The algorithm is simulated on an actual image sequence that is typ ica] of one that

might occur in a video teleconferencing envirou men t. 4.\ pair of pictures f'rorn the 60

frame (two second) sequence is shown in Figure 11.1. The percent of in terfrarne motion is

plotted in Figure 11.4. The sequence has a spatial resolution of 282 lines/frame by 448

pels/line and an intensity resolution of 8 bits/pel for an uncompressed bit rate of 1.01

Mbits/frarne. The frames are interlaced.

The improvements in the intensity prediction and the motion prediction are shown

by measuring the image compression, the image quality, and the motion predictability.

The following tables summarize the simulation results. The first column indicates the e

and clip value (if applicable). The second column indicates the maximum entropy bits

per frame and the average entropy bits per frame. This measures the image (intensity

information) compression. The third column indicates the maximum and average mse for

the predicted frames. In other words, the maximum average mse for any frame and the

average mse for the whole 50-frame sequence. This is one measure of the image quality.

The fourth column indicates the maximum and average number of unpredicted pels per

frame (or the number of times the displacement estimate is updated). This measures the

motion predictability and is a strong measure of the ability to implement the algorithm in

real-time, since the motion-correction equation (equation (111-4)) is the most complex

requiring an integer subtraction, a shift 10-12 bits right, a floating-point multiplication,

and a floating point addition for each vector component at each iteration. The fifth
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column contains the maximum and rrurumurn value of the averave zradient (E{\ I})
'=' '=' z .

squared per frame. This determines the limits on E. The sixth column indicates the max-

irnum and minimum mse for the corrected fr arne. that is the p ir ture quality which is actu-

ally viewed at the receiver.

111.5.1 Convergence Analysis Simulations

The motion-compensated (~IC) algorithm was applied to the bobsjob sequence using

various € values and various clip values. The simulation results are tabulated in Table

III.!.
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number of average value

e/clip entropy predicted unpredicted of gradient corrected

bits mse pels squared mse

maxi aver max/ aver ttiax] aver min/max min/max

0.06250/0.0625 121081/ 90910 97.43/25.75 25242/16960 227.5/ 840.0 0.33/1.35
0.00200/1.0000 133962/100474 85.94/22.83 26918/19674 2:33.9/ 829.1 0.35/1.46
0.00100/ n.c, 130328/ 97571 88.24/23.43 26486/18545 221.8/1004.1 0.37/1.43
0.00050/ n.c. 123381/ 92351 87.33/22.98 25751/17309 219.:3/ 724.9 0.38/1.38
0.00025/ n.c. 120663/ 89508 89.68/24.93 25182/16922 218.6/ 699.9 0.33/1.36
0.00010/ n.c. 118330/ 87888 100.71/28.13 24383/16298 227.7/ 602.1 0.26/1.28
0.00001/ n.c. 123801/ 90393 107.41/33.20 24650/15978 209.4/ .5.52.8 0.26/1.26

n.c, -- no clip

Table III.I: Simulation Results of Bobsjob Sequence

An E value of 0.0010 and a clip value of 0.062.5 were used in earlier pel-recursive

research [1]. Other e/clip values that have been used in reported simulations are

0.0078/0.2 and 0.5/0.08 [3]. There is, however, no analytical reason for these values; they

were determined to be the best for a particular sequence by trial and error. The analysis

..
in Section III indicated that d should converge to d within the moving area without clip-

ping the update values (see equations (111-3) and (111-4)) if the assumptions are valid and

the constraints on e are met. Some researchers have tried to justify clipping the update

term [25,26]. One might think that by using a large value of e and clipping the update

...

term d would converge to d faster. The simulation results in Table 111.1 do not verify

this fact. Granted all possible pairs of E and clip values were not tried (that is what is try-

ing to be avoided by doing the analysis), but the heuristic technique does not seem to

offer any performance advantages over implementing the analytical technique, i.e., rela-

tively small E values and no clip. Also note that implementing the analytical model
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reduces the computational requirements (no clipping or hardlimiting).

For spatial prediction with the E values tried, the minimum total bit rate was

obtained with E = 10- 4
, the minimum average predicted mse was obtained with

E = 5 X 10-
4

, and the minimum total number of unpredicted pels was obtained when

E = 10-
5

. (The number of unpredicted pels may be reducible further by reducing the E

value.)

The sum of the average values of (Vx/)2 and (Vy1)2 per frame varied from 209.4

(high motion) to 1004.1 (low motion). The average value of {(vIff + (Vy/)2} over the

whole sequence was about 300. For d to converge to d in every frame with a fixed E

value, the largest value of {(VzI)2 + (VyI)2} should be used to determine E. For exam

ple, if (Vx/)2 + (Vy1)2 = 1000, E is constrained to be less than 0.004 by equation (III-18).

Equation (III-52) indicates that a smaller value of € may be the optimum value. The

simulations indicate such to be the case. Note that as a general rule the smaller E values

yielded a smaller maximum average gradient value.

With respect to the received picture quality, the smaller the value of E, the smaller

the average mse in the frames as actually viewed at the receiver. However, the maximum

mse in the corrected frames for all runs was less than I.SO. Thus there was little visual

degradations in any of the frames in any of the simulation runs on the bobsjob sequence.

Note that the optimum € value was not determined analytically; only a range was

obtained. Thus the optimum E must be found by trial and error. However, only one vari-
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able needs to be found, not two, and using a relatively small value of € (10- 3 to 10- 5
) and

no clip appears to reduce all the applicable measures from the results obtained by using a

relatively large E (0.062.5 to 0.5000) and a clip (0.0625 to 1). In effect, better results can

be obtained by doing less computation.

III.5.2 Zeroth-Order Entropy Information Transmission

In all the simulation runs reported so far the difference of consecutive intensity pred

iction errors was transmitted. This had been shown to reduce the bit rate in pel-recursive

motion-compensated coders by 5-15% [1] over transmitting the intensity prediction errors

directly. The only perceptual picture quality degradation in any of the previous simula

tion runs herein was streaking. In an attempt to remove these degradations, some of the

simulations were rerun transmitting the intensity prediction errors directly. The results

are in Table 111.2. They were surprising. The bit rate was 12% lower and was minimized

at a larger e value. The number of unpredicted pels dropped by 17% and the average

mse in the reconstructed frames dropped by 60%! All this with less computation.

Note that a lot of that mse in the reconstructed frames may not really be noise, but

rather the absence of the noise which was in the original frame. Remember that a noise

prefilter was used in the simulations and that the corrected mse is the error between the

original picture and the picture viewed at the receiver.



number of average value
€ entropy predicted unpredicted of gradient corrected

bits mse pels squared mse

max/aver max/aver max/aver min/max min/max

0.00100 117476/77269 88.37/21.81 21507/14612 ~63.0/1043.7 0.00/0.58
0.00050 117819/76855 86.25/21.51 21197/13746 257.4/11,58.6 0.00/0.59
0.00025 120287/i8184 89.17 /23.53 21448/13741 255.~/1053.1 0.00/0.57

Table III.2: Zeroth-Order Entropy Transmission of Bobsjob Sequence
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IV. SUBSAMPLING AND INTERPOLA1"'ION IN VIDEO SEQUENCE CODING

IV.l Introduction

This section addresses the subsampling issue as used in frame replenishment coding

to reduce the bit rate requirement of the communication system.

Frame replenishment coding [30] is a special case of interframe coding [31] which

takes advantage of the considerable similarity between successive frames (for example in

TV sequences) in two ways:

(1) The parts of the picture which have not changed from frame to frame are not
transmitted. At the receiver, they are reconstructed by repeating from the previous
frame.

(2) The changing parts are transmitted with varying resolution depending on the subjec
tive requirement of the quality and the bit rate of the transmission facility.

The changing parts of the picture are determined by subtracting an estimate of the

current frame from it. In its simplest form a frame replenishment coder uses the previous

frame as the estimate of the current frame. This scheme produces unacceptable results in

lower bit rates and more sophisticated methods such as motion compensation [1,32] must

be used to obtain a better estimate of the current frame.

One method for reducing the bit rate in a frame replenishment coder is to subsample

In the spatial or temporal domain. Filtering along the time axis reduces the temporal

resolution, the rapidity with which a given picture element can change. According to the

sampling theory, the lower the temporal resolution. the lower the required sampling rate

would be. The effectiveness of temporal filtering in frame replenishment coders is limited
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by the fact that each stage of delay in the filter requires a frame memory. The bit rate is

reduced more effectively by spatial su bsampling [S]. Horizontal 2:1 subsampling like vert-

ical subsampling gives appropriately a 2:1 data rate reduction and results in little dezrada-
t:)

tion for moderate speeds of movements, Subsarnpling with larger ratios will increase the

degradation above "acceptable" levels. Conventional uniform subsampling strategy and

the simple averaging (over t\\TO nearest neighbors) interpolation method suffer in two

ways; suboptimal subsampling strategies based on uniform grid requirements and subop-

timal reconstruction algorithm.

The suboptimal subsampling strategy will result in the elimination of some "subjec-

tively important n samples and hence introduce annoying effects in the reconstructed pic-

ture. Furthermore, the simple nearest neighbor averaging interpolation method does not

take advantage of all the data available (other samples) at the receiver in the reconstruc-

tion process. In this work. a subsampling method is introduced in which the subsampling

is performed in another coordinate system, in which more energy can be transmitted in

fewer samples. The specific transformation used is the discrete cosine transform, how-

ever, other transforms such as Fourier, Hadamard, etc. may be used. The question of best

transform is not considered. Second, the reconstruction problem is shown to be that of

solving a large system of linear equations. An iterative method of solving the above sys-

tern of equation, based on the method of successive projection onto convex sets, is pro-

posed. A complete analysis of the solution and the iterative method is presented.

In Section N.2 two restoration digital image methods are reviewed, Minimum Mean

Square (\Viener) filtering and the method of successive projections onto convex sets.
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These two methods are the basis of two interpolation techniques analyzed in sections 1\"".;3

and IV.4. In Section IV.3 two different linear interpolation methods are analyzed. One is

the conventional subsarnpling and interpolation scheme outlined above. The other one is

based on uniform subsarnpliug in the spatial (v .5. transform) domain but with Minimum

Mean Square Error interpolation filter included at the receiver. Section IV.4 contains the

analysis of the transform domain subsampling method and the corresponding reconstruc

tion method. Finally, Section IV.5 presents some preliminary simulation results.

IV.2 A Review of Two Digital Image Restoration Technique

Image restoration is the discipline which one attempts to undo the degradation an

image undergoes in processing and/or transmission. This section briefly reviews two

methods of digital image restoration in such a way that seems appropriate for application

to the bandwidth compression problem of interest to us.

IV.2.1 Minimum Mean Square Error (MMSE) Filter [33]

A simple signal formation model is given in equation (1).

g == HI + n (IV-I)

Where, g (in the Euclidean N-space,E N
) is the degraded signal; f (in EN) is the original

signal; H is a linear operator modeling the degradation process: and n (in EN) is signal

independent noise.

If the autocovariance matrices of the noise and the signal are known, a MMSE filter

(Wiener filter) may be used to minimize the mean square error between the original and

the reconstructed signal,i.e.
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(1\l-2 )

Where, f = Lq is a linear estimate a·ud E{} LS ht e mathematical expectation operator.

The solution to this problem is given by,

(1V-:3)

where, R/ and R n are the autocorrelation matrices of the signal and the noise respec-

tively. It is shown that the NI~[SE filter tends to attenuate the noise outside the signifi-

cant band of the signal. This may cause the loss of high frequency information and result

in a smooth solution. The .\'1~[SE estimate controls the ill-conditioning problem of H in a

fashion that is determined by the signal to noise ratio as a function of frequency. Thus in

low S~~ cases the results do not appear as good usually as those provided by other tech-

ruques.

IV.2.2 Method of Successive Projection Onto Convex Sets (POCS)

L. ~1. Bergman [34] and later L.G. Cabin et. al. [35] described the method of succes-

sive projections for finding a point in the intersection of a number of convex sets. Youla

and Webb [36] used successive projection onto closed convex sets as a signal reconstruc-

tion technique. The primary application of this work has been in extrapolation of band-

limited signals [37,38], and the reconstruction of tomographic images [39]. A brief descrip-

tion of this method follows: Let C
1

' i== 1,..~I, be closed and eonvex sets in H with C

representing their nonempty intersection. If P, is the projection operator into the set C1 ,

then starting from any point f(O)EH the iteration given by
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(IV-4)

strongly converges to a point in C1 if H is finite dimensional (convergence is weak other-

wise) . Many a priori knowledge about the signal can be used to define appropriate convex

sets [:36], for example. posit.ivity (in images}, band-limitedness, and partial knowledge

about signal. If f has to satisfy each of the constraints. it must belong to each of the con-

vex sets, then it must also belong to the intersection, C. Therefore starting from any point

in H, the iterations (IV-4) will converge to a point in the C called a feasible solution.

Furthermore, since the projection operators are nonexpansive, the distance between the

points in the sequence and the original signal is non-increasing.

IV.3 Linear Interpolation

In this section, two linear interpolation methods will be presented. First, uniform

subsampling with nearest neighbor averaging, conventionally used in reducing the

bandwidth requirement in frame replenishment techniques, will be analyzed. Second, a

technique utilizing minimum mean square error interpolation of the subsampled data is

presented and analyzed.

IV.3.1 Nearest Neighbor Interpolation

It is assumed that the samples taken from a line of the difference picture (of length

~) are zero outside some region [a,b], Let x denote the Pxl (P 'S: N) vector of nonzero sam-

ples, The vector x is operated upon by a subsampling operator, [D], which may be

presented by a PxP diagonal matrix with,
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fa l = 0.2,-t, ..
JZl == 1

t 1 l .= 1.3,5, ..
(IV. fi)

In equation (IV-1). d!Z = 1 correspond to the samples maintained and transmitted while

dll = a correspond to the discarded samples. At the receiver the discarded samples are

replaced by the arithmetic average of the two neighboring samples. i.e.

(I\r-6 )

where g is the contaminated (quantized) version of the vector x given by,

(IV-i)

The error measured between the discarded and reconstructed samples is given by,

d, = Xi - Xl for all i' s such that dii = O.

Based on equation (IV-8), the mean square error per sample is found to be,

(IV-8)

(IV-g)

where Cz { i) and en (lO) are the ith lag covariance coefficients of the signal, x , and noise,

n , respectively.

IV.3.2 Minimum Mean Square Error Interpolation

Minimum Mean Square Error (MNISE) interpolation of the subsampled data is

presented in this section. The analysis of this section will be used in a section IV.4 to

compare the performance of this filter with that of the conventional interpolation scheme

(see Sect. IV.3.1) and the method of signal reconstruction from partial knowledge in two

coordinate systems.
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In order to define the problem. let I == (.rl,.r~, .... IN) be the original vector. Let [S]

be the PxN subsampling matrix whose elements are all zero except one per row. The

nonzero element in each ro\v is equal to one. When a vector is multiplied by [5], those ele-

ments of I corresponding to the 1'5 on the diagonal of [8] will be maintained and the rest

will be eliminated.

For example, a ::?:l uniform subsampling operator operating on a seven-dimensional

vector may be represented by the 4x7 matrix,

[5]

1 a 0 a a a 0

a a 1 000 0
o 000 I 0 0
o a 0 0 0 a 1

(IV-IO)

The subsampled data is then represented by the Pxl vector [8]x. In this section no

assumption will be made with respect to the form of the matrix [8] and therefore the

results are applicable to nonuniform sampling as well. Furthermore, no mention is made

of the domain of the signal so that subsampling and interpolation may be performed in

any domain. The only requirement is knowing the covariance matrix of the data, [Gx ],

and noise [en].

If the subsampled vector is contaminated with additive noise it can be represented by

9 == [S]x + n (IV-il)

where n is a Pxl vector of samples taken from uncorrelated noise with diagonal autoco-

variance matrix [en]. It is also assumed that the noise process is independent of the sig-

nal. This assumption may not be true in the case of quantization noise, however together
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with the additive assumption it will simplify the problem considerably.

Oefine an (~-P)xN matrix, [0]. such that [O]x be equal to the (~-P)xl vector of

eliminated samples. The matrix [0] has the same form as [S] with the nonzero elements

corresponding to the discarded elements of x. For the example given in equation (IV-lO)

the matrix [DJ is given by.

[

0 1 0 0 0 0 0]
[D] = 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 .

o 0 000 1 0

The vectors of subsampled and eliminated elements of x are then,

(IV-I2)

(IV-l:3)
[S]x = (X1,X3,X S,X7)T

[D]x = (X2,X4,X6)T

The vector of contaminated subsampled elements in the example given in equation (IV-

10) is,

g = (xl+nl,x3+ n3,xS+nS,x7+ n7)T = (gl,g3,gs,g7)T (IV-14)

The yl~/lSE interpolation filter minimizes the mean square error, E{II[D]x - g'1I 2} •

where s' = [L]g, is the output of the linear ~[NISE filter. The minimization is taken over

the space of all linear operators [L] : E P -E P
.

To derive the interpolation filter, denote [D]x by y, then

E{II [D ]z - [L]g 112}
= E{lly - [L]gl/2} (IV-I,5)

= E{yT y - yT[L]g - gT[L]T y + gT[L]T[L]g}.

Taking derivative with respect to [L], equating to zero and solving for [L] results in the

MMSE interpolation filter as follows,



bE = EJ-:2/ l q T + 2[L]gg T} = 0-lL } t .1.

E{(y + [L]g)gT} = 0

[il = E{ygT}(E{ggT})-1

= [D][CI ]( .~'] T { [S' ][C1

X
][S]T + [en]}- 1

The matrix {[S][Cz][S]T + [(1n]} is invertible and therefore [L] can be realized.

The resulting minimum mean square error is found as follow,

E{II [D ]I - [L}9 112}

= ir E {([D]x - [i]g)([ D]x - [il g) T}

= tr E{([D]x-[i]g)xT[D]T}

= tr {[D ]Rz [D ] T - [i][ S ][R x ][D ] T}

= tr {([D]-[i][S])[Rx][D]T}
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(IV-16)

(1\/-17)

(IV-18)

The filter of equation (IV-17) is complex in its general form. However, if the covariance

functions of signal and noise have simple structures, they can be reduced to simpler

forms.

IV.4 Transform Domain Subsampling

There are a number of problems in digital signal processing that can be formulated

as " Signal Reconstruction From Partial Knowledge in Two Coordinate Systems." Two

examples of such problems are bandlimited extrapolation [40-42] and video sequence cod-

ing [43,44}.



(IV-19)
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In bandlimited extrapolation problem. the signal is known in some finite region of

the time (or space) coordinate system (domain) and it is known to be a sample version of

some bandlimited process. The assumption (a priori information) that the signal is

bandlimited is equivalent to assuming that the signal is equal to zero outside the passband

of some ideal lowpass filter. If the sampling frequency is high enough so that the errors

associated with the sampling process can be ignored, we can restrict our attention to the

signals in )i-dimensional Euclidean space. Then, the bandlimited extrapolation problem

is equivalent to solving,

[D]/=/l
[B]F = 0

where the matrices [B] and [D] in above equations are NxN diagonal matrices of the form,

{
1 for I:: 0, 1, .. ,J4 ')and ':':: N-M+1, ...N-1
o for I - M + 1, J[ + _, .. , 1\ i\1 1.

(N-20)

{
I for z"= P+l, P+2, .. , lV-P-l

d.; = 0 for i = O. 1, .. , P and i = N - P, LV - P +1, .. ,N-l.

In equation (IV-19) the letter F refer to the discrete Fourier transform (DFT) of the vee-

tor f.

In some applications of video sequence coding such as video teleconferencing, a large

portion of the signal remains constant from frame to frame. This high degree of redun-

dancy may be exploited by subtracting an estimate of the current frame from it. This

action results in a frame difference which is zero outside the motion area. Conventionally

spatial subsampling is used in order to reduce the bit rate required for transmission of the

nonzero section of the frame difference. This type of subsampling suffers from fixed sub-

sampling grid effects. That is, some large difference samples may be dropped and



therefore produce annoying effects in the reconstructed picture.

4~ solution to this problem is to perform the subsampling operation in another coor

dinate system where some useful criteria may be used for selecting the samples to be

transmitted. For example. the subsampling operation may be performed after transform

ing the data using Fourier, rosine or Hadamard transform. Then. a simple criteria for

selecting the samples to be transmitted is the magnitude of the transformed coefficients.

This will result in more consistent performance of the subsampling and interpolation pro

cess. Figure Iv".! compares the percentage of energy transmitted when 2:1 subsampling is

performed in the original and in the transform (cosine) domain. The signal used is a trun

cated first order Markov process. By this we mean the samples in the nonzero region are

taken from a first order Markov process.
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Figure [\".1: Percentage of energy transmitted when 2:1 subsampling

The problem with such a procedure, however, is the complexity involved with

transforming sequences (nonzero segments) of arbitrary and changing length. This prob-

lem may be overcome by increasing the length of the nonzero sequence appropriately by

adding enough zeros to the end of the sequence. Fast transform algorithms may then be

used to transform the new sequence. Because of the zeros appended to the sequence, the

energy compaction property of the transform operator will be reduced and a simple

inverse transformation may not result in an "acceptable" reconstruction. This effect is

shown in Figure IV.I.

From the above discussion, we conclude that a method is desired to exploit the spa-

tial domain information in the reconstruction process. This can be done by solving the
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system of linear equations.

[D]f = 0

[B]F = Fo
(IV-21 )

where. now, [B] and [D] are any diagonal matrix with diagonal elements equal to either

one or zero, and F 0 present the selected transform domain samples of f. Furthermore, the

transformation [vV] : ELY _ElY defined by,

F := [~V]/

[W] [ ~V] T == I

may now be any orthogonal (as well as unitary) transformation and not just DFT .

(IV-22)

•An important source of degradation in video teleconferencing techniques is the effect

of the edge of the moving object. Although the transform domain subsampling technique

may preserve some of the edge information, it will not be able to minimize the degrada-

tion effects unless large number of samples are transmitted. This problem can be solved

by modifying the system of equations (IV-21) to,

[D]/==/l

[B]F = Fo
(IV-23)

The extrapolation problem in equation (IV-19) is now just a special case of the new prob-

lem given by equation (IV-23). Now if some spatial domain information about some areas

of interest are also transmitted, they can be incorporated in the reconstruction process as

shown in equation (IV-23).

The solution of the system of equations given in equation (IV-23) is the objective of

this work. In general, because of the nature of the digital signal processing problems the

system of equations given by equation (IV-23) does not have a unique solution. In such
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cases, a solution may be obtained by in trod uc i ng additional constraints such as min irnu m

norm.

There are many methods that can be used to solve a system of linear equations. How

ever. because of the simple structure of the matrices [8] and [D] and the existence of a fast

transform algorithm for the [\tV] transformation, we shall use an iterative method based

on the method of successive Projection Onto Convex Sets (POeS) [45.-16]. It was shown

by Bergman [45] that starting from an arbitrary point in E~v the sequence generated by

this method approaches a point which satisfies all the equations in equation (1\'-23).

ln the remainder of this section we will:

* determine a closed form for the solution of the system of equations (IV-23) and ela-

borate on the properties of the solution;

* determine the asymptotic rate of convergence;

~ investigate the effects of the quantization noise on the solution; and

~ look for means to reduce the effects of the quantization noise.

* derive the mean square error expression.

IV.4.1 Signal Reconstruction From Partial Knowledge In Two

Coordinate Systems

Let EN denote the N-dimensional Euclidean space with the usual inner product and

norm defined as,



.V
<.r.y> = I T Y = ~ It Yi

L -= L

11.e11 == <r,x>1/2
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(!V-24)

Let [\tV] be the rnatrix presentation of a linear orthogonal transformation for which it is

assumed that a fast transformation algorithm exists. Examples of such transforrnations

are, discrete Fourier. discrete cosine and Hadamard transform. Then,

[~V][ W] T == [W] T[ ~VJ = [IJ
F = [WI!
f = [W]TF

where, F is the representation of f in the transformed (rotated) coordinate system.

(Iv"-2.5 )

Define the matrices [D] and [B] to be NxN matrices with diagonal elements one or

zero, i.e.

dii = 1 or 0

bii = 1 or 0
(IV-26)

The objective is to find an estimate of the vector f in EN given some of its elements in the

two coordinate systems, namely the original and the rotated coordinate systems. It is also

assumed that none of the axes of the two systems are colinear. This assumption, plus the

orthogonality of [WI guarantee that every N axes out of 2N are linearly independent and

therefore constitute a basis for EN.

The problem of finding (or estimating) f is equivalent to sol ving the following system

of linear equations,

[D]f = f 1 (IV-27a)
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(IV-27b)

Equation (IV-27a) represents what is known about f in the original coordinate system and

equation (IV-27b) represents what is known about f in the transformed coordinate system.

The above system of equations when mapped to the transformed coordinate systems is

given by.

[ ~V] [D ][ W] T F = F 1

[B]F = Fo

(IV-28a)

(IV-28b)

where, F 1 = [llr] f 1· The exact solution of the above system of equations may be found if.

rank([D]) + rank([B]) = N.

If, however,

rank([D]) + rank([B]) < N

Then there are infinitely many solutions from which one must be chosen as an estimate of

F.

Conventional elimination and iterative methods are time consuming and require

storage area for all the equations [471. Therefore, in the remainder of this section an itera

tive method is described based on the method of Successive Projections Onto Convex Sets

[45,46]. This method takes advantage of, the simple structure of the matrices [D} and [BI,

and a fast transform algorithm for [W].

Several simple definitions are needed before we can proceed with the description of

the iterative method that is used to solve the system of equations given by (I\t-23). Let

CD and CB be the set of all vectors in EN which satisfies equations (IV-28a) and (IV-28b)
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respectively. That is,

C/D = {~\- EE!v : [W~][D ][ It'] T -'¥ == F 1}

C~18 == {4\- EE;V : [B] ..\ = Fo}.

Definition: A set C is said to be convex if, for every a E [0,1]

implies

ax + (1 - a)y = z E C'.

Using this definition it is easy to see that both CD and CB are convex.

(IV-29)

A linear variety is composed of all vectors x of the form I == g + Y where g E Elv is

fixed and y ranges throughout some subspace of EN. Thus, a linear variety is any closed

convex set that is produced by a translation of a subspace away from the origin. Conse-

quently, the sets CD and CB are linear varieties produced by translation of the subspaces

SD = {X E EN: [»/][D][W]T_~ = O}

S8 = {X E E lV
: [B].LY = O}

(IV-30)

The fact that C"D and CB are translations of the above two planes will be used in Corol-

lary 1 to characterize the solution.

The projection operators onto CD and CB are rules which assign to every .Y EE 1V its

nearest neighbor in CD and CB , respectively. Denote these projection operators by

PD (..¥) = [T] ~¥ + F 1

PB ( }( ) = ([I]-[B]))( + Fo

where, [T] = [W]([I]-[D])[W]T.

(Iv'"-32)

(1\/"-33)
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Algorithm

A solution to the system of the equations in (IV-:23) may be found as follows. Start-

ing from an arbitrary point. XoEEN, project successively onto CD and C
B

as shown in

Figure I\r.2.

\
\
\

\
\

\
\
\
\

\
\

\
\

I Xo
I

/
I

/
I

I
I

I
I

I
I

Figure IV.2 Simple demonstration of the projection method.

These points are given by,

~Y'0 == PB(~YO)

~¥l == PD(X'0)

~\' 1 == PB ()(I )

~Y2 = PD (X ' I )

etc.

(IV-34)

The next theorem and the associated corollaries establish the convergence and

characterize the solution as the projection of .¥o onto the intersection of CD and CB·
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Theorem 1: [4.5,46]- The sequence {-\n}, as defined above, converges to a point on the

iutersection of CD and CB as n-X •

This theorem is a special case of the theorem proved in [45] and [46]. The proof of this

theorem is lengthy and hence omitted here. However, an alternative proof is presented

later when a closed form relation is derived for the solution.

In general the limit point is not the projection of the starting point onto the intersec-

tion. However, as stated in the following corollary, this is the case when the sets are linear

varieties. A general proof of Corollary 1 may be found in [46]. However, an alternative

proof is given to provide more insight into the properties of the sequence generated by the

projection method.

Corollary 1 [46]- The limit of the sequence {Xn } is the projection of ":\0 onto the intersec-

tion of CD and CB·

--<.
",I \

/ \, \\

I,

Figure IV.3 Three dimensional example of the projection method.

Proof - Figure IV.3 depicts a three-dimensional example of the projection method.
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Denote by ClaP and (-I[)p the perpendicular complement of CB and (fD~ respectively. That

15,

C P'B

= t~\EEIV : <..\,}r > =0 for all }rE (~D}

= {..\tE1V: <_Y,Y> =0 for all }rECB }

(IV-35)

..Although CD and CB may not be subspaces, their perpendicular complements will be.

From the description of the projection method and Figure IV.3 it is concluded that,

Y--2k -+- 1 - Y'"Zk E GDP

Y2k+2 - Y:!k-rl E GBP

for all k== 0,1,2, .... Therefore, Y--) T 1 - Y) belong to GDP + GBP for all j==O,l, .... It is

easily shown that if ~¥ E CD P + CB P then .L¥ E ( CD . CB )P, the intersection of the two

sets. Hence,

(IV-36)

(IV-37)

Furthermore, since E v is finite dimensional, (CD· CB)P is closed and

Finally, since (CD. CB)P is a closed subspace it is concluded that,

.. )C

4¥- ..¥0 = ~ (X z + 1 - "Yz ) E (CD · CB ) P •

z=o

(IV-38)

(IV-39)

This concludes the proof of Corollary 1. Since every -'Yn can be assumed a starting

point of its own, it is also concluded that X is also the projection of each of the Xn ' s onto
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the interseetion of ('D and (YB . This in turn means that the norm square of the residual

after n iterations can be written as,

(IV-40)

That is, the error norm can be broken into two parts. One is the error between the signal

and the limiting solution obtained by this method, while the second one is the distance

remained to the solution.

Properties of [A]=[A][T] matrix

Before proceeding with the rest of the analysis, it is useful to consider some of the

properties of the singular values of the matrices

where,

[T] = [W][~][W]T

(1\'-41 )

(IV-42)

and [1\] and [-:i] are diagonal matrices with diagonal elements one or zero. As above,[W] is

an orthogonal matrix, i.e.

[W][W]T = [I].

All matrices are assumed to be NxN and real, extension to complex matrices ([vV] unitary)

is straight forward. The singular values of the matrix [A] are the square root of the eigen

values of the matrix [A][A]T = [L\][T][l\] or equivalently [AIT[A.] = [T][,\][T]. That is,

the singular values of [A], x.:, are given by,
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[44.] T[i--1]\~k = Ak\~k (IV-44)

where to each Ak corresponds an eigenvector <Dk of [.4. ][.4] T and t~k of [il] T[..4.].

Property 1 - Ak E[0,1].

Proof: The matrix [A] [..4.] T is symmetric and positive semi-definite, i.e.

([~~][ ..4.]T)T = [A][A]T
I T [ .-1 ][A ]T z = <x T [A ],(x T [A ])T > ~ O.

Therefore,

for k = 1... LV

Furthermore.

-Amax - max T
x I X

= max z T[il ][A] Tx
!x 1= 1

= max<[A]Tx,[A]T>
111=1

= maxll[A]xll ~ ~axll[A]11 ~ 1.
Ixl=1 IXI=1

Hence, -~ A ~ 1 for k = 1... N.

Property 2 - <t>k is in the range of L\ satisfying,

(IV-45)

Proof: This is seen from the definition of Ak and <Pk and that [.:\] is a projection operator.

Property 3 - Ak is a nonzero (zero) eigenvalue of [A][A.]T and <Ilk its associated
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eigenvector, if and only if '\k and d)k ar» a nonzero (zero) eigenvalue and its corresponding

eigenvector of [..-\] ([~-ll T in "k =0 case).

Proof: Let

(IV-46 )

that is,

(IV-47)

Using Property 2 1 we obtain

(IV-47)

To prove in the other direction just reverse the order of the above equations. The state

ment for the zero eigenvalues is true because for any matrix [C],

[C][C]T<p=O if and only if [C]T<p=O. (IV-48)

Property 4 - tVk is in the range of [T] == [W][ul[~V]T satisfying, [T)\fJk = Wk. This is

seen from the definition of Ak and Wk and that [T) is a projection operator.

Property 5 - Ak is a nonzero (zero) eigenvalue of [A] T[A] and Wk its associated eigenvec

tor if and only if Ak and Wk are a nonzero (zero) eigenval ue and its corresponding eigen

vector of [A]T ([A] in Ak=O case).

Proof: As in Property 3.

Property 6 - For every \~k there exist a cPk such that,



Proof: Start by showing that [T]<Dk is an eigenvector of [.4.] T[~41 '

[~~t 1T [~~t 1[T] <t> k == [T ][~\ ][T][ T] <P k

== [T1[1 \ ] [ T] (~ k

== [T] [l\][ T][ L\ ] <P k

== ~k[T](bk·

Therefore, there exists a \fJk corresponding to Ak for which,

In order to determine c, we use the orthogonality of \fJk' s , i.e.

Then,

c 2 <Pk T[T](bk == 1,

c 2 <t> k T [A][T] [J\] <t> k == 1,
,) T

c: Ak<f>k <f>k == 1,

1
c = Ak 1/2 .

Property 7 - For every <Pk there exist a 4Jk such that,

Proof: Similar to the proof of Property 6.

Definition [481 - A matrix [T] is said to be semiconvergent if the limit,

87

(IV-·t9)

(IV-50)

(IV-51)

(IV-52)

(IV-53)
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(IV-54)

exist.

Property 8 The matrix [~\] is a -iornir-onvcrgcnt matrix.

Proof: From Properties :3 and/or .) it is seen that to each nonzero eigenvalue correspond

a distinct eigenvector. Therefore, there exists one eigenvector corresponding to each zero

eigenvalue too. In another words, the matrix x can be diagonalized by a similarity

tansformation,

(IV-.55 )

Where the diagonal elements of [L\] are the eigenvalues of [i\.) and [P] is the matrix of

corresponding eigenvectors. Furthermore, the nonzero eigenvalues of [A] are equal to the

nonzero eigenvalues of [il][A]T and hence they belong to the interval [0,1]. Now, it is easy

to see that if the spectral radius of [A] is equal to 1 then [A] is a semiconvergent matrix. If

the spectral radius of [A] is smaller than 1 then [A] is a convergent matrix.

We now proceed with the analysis of the iterative method outlined above. We start

by presenting an alternative proof of the convergence which result in a closed form for-

mula for the solution obtained by the above iterative method .

...

Corollary 2 - The limit of the sequence {~\n}, F, is given by,

F = limX, = ([I]-[H][H]D)~¥o + [A]t Fo + ([I]-[~4]i)Fl
n-x

(IV-56)
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w here.

[EI] = [/J - [T]([IJ--[B]),
[.\] = [BJ[T]'

and,

[TJ == [~VJ([[J-[D])[vV]T.

where [A]T denotes the pseudo inverse of [A].

Proof: The sequence {~¥n} can be generated by,

which may be expanded to,

n-1 n-1
~Yn = [K]n~¥o + {2.: [Kr}[T]Fo + {2.: [KJi}F 1

i~O l~O

where,

[K] = [T]([IJ - [B])

and,

[K]O = [I].

(IV-.S7)

(IV-.58)

(IV-59)

(IV-60)

(IV-61)

(IV-62)

The matrix [K] is of the form of matrix [A] whose properties were derived in the previous

section. Therefore Properties 1 through 8 also apply to the matrix [K]. In particular, [K] is

a serniconvergent matrix and by Lemma 2, Appendix B,

lim [K]n = [1] - [E],
n -x

(IV-63)



[EJ = ([IJ - [K])([l] - [K])D
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(IV-64)

Therefore, the first term on the right hand side converges to

lim [K]n = ([I]-[K]([IJ-(KJ)D.YQ
n .:.c

nvss)

The second term in the right hand side of equation (IV-50), after some algebraic manipu-

lation, can be reduced to,

n-l
{2: [KrO}[T]F o ==

i=O

n-l
{2: ([B](T])T{[I]-([B](T])([B][T])T}%}Fo_

i=O

The above equation is in the form given in Lemma 1, Appendix B, and therefore,

Finally the last term in eq.(IV-60) may be written as,

n-l n-l
{2: (K]Z}F 1 == {2: [K]1}([I]-[T])F 1,

%=0 %=0

where,

[I]-[T] == [W][D][W]T

Again, as in the case of the second term, after some algebraic manipulations,

(IV-66)

(IV-67)

(IV-68)

(IV-69)

(IV-70)



n - 1

{I[Kl l }F 1 ==
;-0

n - 1

{[I] - ~ [TJ(B]([I] [B][T][B])I~Fl
~ 0
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(IV-71)

which by Lemma 1, Append ix 1. has the limit Q'iven bv
o ~ ,

(IV-i2)

Replacing the above results in equation (IV-60) completes the proof of the corollary.

IV-4.2 Asymptotic Convergence Rate

Define the error after n iteration as,

The above equation may be written as,

.. ..
En = (F - F) - (F - .i¥n)

and as was shown in corollary 1, the error norm square is given by,

(IV-73 )

(IV-74)

(IV-7,) )

The first term in the right hand side is not a function of n and is not equal to zero in gen-

eral. The second term, however, approaches zero as n goes to infinity. Therefore it is the

second term which determines the rate of convergence. Proceed by looking at the term
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:= f[T]([J]-[B])}(F .- ·\n-l)
(IV-76)

:=

:= {[ T] ([I] - [B ])}ri (F - .¥0) .

Note that although the limit. of {[T]([I] - [B])}n as n -x is not zero. in general, the right

hand side of equation (IV.46) does approach zero. In another words, F - ~¥n will lie in the

null space of the limit of {[T]([I]-[B])}n as n-:», The matrix [T]([l]-[B]) is a semi-

convergent (convergent if a<A <1) matr ix for which the asymptotic rate of convergence is

given by [48],

Rx, = 8 (1\l-77)

where 8 is the magnitude of the largest eigenvalue of [T]([I] - [B]) which is smaller than

one, i.e.

& = max{& : 181 <I}.

IV.4.3 Quantization Noise Effect

(I\l-78)

Assume that the given data is contaminated with quantization noise. Then the the

method described in the previous sections will result in a solution of the following system

of equations,

[T]F' = F 1 + LlF l

[B1F' == Fo + ~Fo
(Iyr-79)

As before, the sequence {~¥n} , generated by the projection method may be written as,



n - I

== [K]rt·\o + {~[K]l}[T](Fo + ~Fo)
1=0

ti -1

+ { ~ [Kr,( F 1 + ~ r 1)'

z=O
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(IV-80)

Assuming that -\0 is not contaminated (is determined at the receiver), then -'(0 == 0 .

...

In this case, the sequence ":Yn approaches the solution F' given by,

..
F' = lim ":Yn =

n-X (IV-81)

If the signal and noise are statistically independent, the quantization noise effect can then

be extracted, by comparing equations (IV-61) and (IV-81),

where, [A] = [8][T].

(IV-82)

:\ow consider the singular value decomposition of [.A.]~. It is well known that, if

[A ][~4. ]T <f> k = i\ k <fJ k

[A]T[A]Wk = AktVk,

then,

[A]t = ~ _1_ .r. ~T
~ 1/2 \f' k \~ k •

k= 1 Ak

It was shown in that (Property 7 above),

(IV-83)

(IV-84)
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n. -1

eigenvalues of the mat.r ix, ~ [[t]' are givpn by,
l~O

r~
il ,Z =0

n -1
1\( ~ [[!], ) = U , l = 1

i=O

11
- U

ZI
un S 1

l - il
' l

(IV-91)

As is seen from equations (IV-80), (I\r-90) and (IV-91), the larger the eigenvalues of the

matrix [K] the more will be the quantization noise amplification..Also obvious from the

above equation is that one easy way to control the quantization effect is to stop the itera-

tion as soon as possible.

.L\ simple lower and upper bound on the norm of the quantization noise can be shown

to be given by.

1- u~in

1- umin
(Iv"-92)

where, Umin is the minimum nonzero eigenvalue of the matrix [K].

A special case of the above analysis is when ~F 1 ==0. In this event, equation (Iv"-88)

is reduced to,

n-l

~~¥n = {L [K]i}[ T]~F0

%=0

n-l

= {L ([ T]([I] - [8])[ T])' }~F0

.=0

(IV-93)

The matrix [T]([I]-[B])[T] is symmetric and therefore it can be diagonalized by mean of a

similar transformation,



[(~][T]([[]-[B])[T][C2]T = [Z].
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(IV-94)

Where, [Q] is an orthagonal matr ix and [Z] is diagonal with its diagonal elements equal to

the eigenvalues of the matrix [T]([I]-[B])[T]. As before. these eigenvalues are in [0,1]. Fol-

lowing the same argument as for the general case (~F 1*0), it can be shown that the same

results can be obtained except for the eigenvalues of [T]([I]-[B])[T] replacing those of

[I(] == [T]([I]-[B]).

IV.4.4 Mean Square Error

It was shown in Corollary 2 that the solution obtained by the projection method,

when starting from the origin, is given by,

(IV-95)

The purpose of this section is to derive an expression for the mean square error (MSE)

defined as,

E = E{IIF - FW}.

The error between F and F may be written as follow,

F - F= F - [A]tFo - ([I]-[A]t)F 1

- [Alt~Fo - ([1]-[A]t)aF 1

= [G][W]f - [Alt~Fo - ([I]-[Alt)[Wl~fl'

where, [G] = [I] - [.4]T[B] - [T] + [A]t[T].

(Iv~-96 )

(IV-97)



(Iv~-98 )
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The overall mean square error is then found to be,

= lr E{(F - F)(F- f,)T}

ir {[ G][W][Cf ][ ~VI T[GIT} + tr {[Al
'[
C~F.J [A]t T}

+ ir {([II-[AnpV][C~fl][W]T([I]u[A]t)T},

where, tr {[X]} means the trace of the matrix [X] ..A simpler form for equation (IV-98)

may be obtained using,

ir {[P][~][P] T} = lr {[~][P][P] T}.

Simple algebraic manipulation will result in,

E = tr {[~][G][G]T}

+ tr {[~F,,][A]t[A]t T}

+ tr {[~tJ([1]- [A ]t)([1]- [A ]t)T}.

(IV-99)

(1\'-100)

In equation (IV-100), [~], [~FoJ and [~fJ are the diagonal matrices of eigenvalues of

the covariance matrices of the signal, the quantization noise in the transform domain and

the quantization noise in the original domain respectively. This equation represents the

mean square error as defined by equation (IV-98), with the first term represents the mean

square error due to subsampling operation and the later two representing the quantization

noise effects in the transform and the original domain respectively.

IV.5 Simulation Results

This section presents preliminary results obtained from the computer simulations.

Comparisons are made between the new transform domain subsampling technique and

the conventional subsampling technique. A truncated first order Markov process with
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correlation coefficient p, unit variance. and zero mean is used as synthetic data. This

implies an 2'i dimensional vector which is zero outside [G,p], p ~ N and a nonzero segment

which is modeled with a first order Markov process. In addition, several examples of the

application of the transform domain subsarnpling technique to lines extracted Irorn real

data are presented. The lines are extracted from frames containing different amounts of

motion (18% and 5CO), but both are taken from the same head and shoulder sequence.

bobsjob (see Figure 11.1).

The error measure used In this section is the Mean Square Error (MSE). However,

where there is an attempt to compare the result of the transform domain subsampling

method with the conventional subsampling method, mean square error may not yield the

best representation of the error present. The reason is that the error is measured over the

eliminated samples in conventional subsampling method, while in the transform domain

technique it is spread over all nonzero segments. Therefore it seems reasonable to divide

the .\;ISE by the number of samples affected by the error. This new measure will be

referred to as .\;ISE per sample.

Effect of Nonzero Segment

A comparison of the performance of the conventional and transform domain subsam

pIing techniques, as a function of the length of the nonzero segment, is presented in Fig

ure IV.4. The extent of the nonzero segment depends on the amount of motion and the

size of the object. In this experiment the length of the vector is 64 and the measurements

are repeated for :32, 40, 48, .56 and 64 nonzero samples. The correlation coefficient of the

Markov process is 0.7. In Figure IV.4, the solid line corresponds to the result of the
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iterative method after three iterations. The dashed line present the perforrnance of the

conventional method. As seen from Figure IV. t. the performance of the conventional

subsampling method does not depend on the length of the nonzero segment. The reason

is that the reconstruction process only uses the samples of the t wo nearest neighbors.

MSE/SAMPL~

o.s

0.1.

0.1

3 Z.

NUMfOet::.. O~

f{ON~q:o SA,L1PtES

Figure IV.4 ~ISE per sample vs number of nonzero samples.
- - - - - Conventional method.

Transform domain method.

On the other hand, in transform domain subsampling method and its iterative reconstruc-

tion method the NISE is reduced as the number of nonzero samples increases. This occurs

for two reasons; the energy compaction property of the transform kernel (see Figure

IV.I); and the fact that the reconstruction algorithm takes advantage of all the informa-

tion at its disposal.
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Speed of Convergence

Figure I\r.5 presents the results of estimating the speed of convergence measure using

a Monte Carlo Method. The measurement is calculated using ~!()O lines of the synthetic

data with correlation coefficient equal to O. '7. The length of the zero segment cosen to be

48.•Also shown in this Figure IV.5 is the standard deviation of the measured value. The

relatively slow speed of the convergence is a characteristic of the method of Succesive Pro-

jection onto Convex Sets which is the basis of our iterative method. However, it is impor-

tant to note that the largest improvements are made in the first few iterations. In this fig-

llre the the step size reduced from 2% to 0.7%.

g t
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5 •
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Figure IV.S: Speed of convergence.
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Effect of the correlation coefficient

Figure 1\/.6 compares the performance of the conventional and the transform domain

subsarnpling method as a function of the correlation coefficient of the Markov process.

The length of the nonzero segment is fixed at ~t8. [0 both cases the performance is

deteriorated by reducing the sample to sample correlation. However. the rate of increase

in the wISE is much faster in the conventional method. This phenomena may be explained

as follows. For large correlation coefficient, the knowledge of the two nearest neighboring

samples will convey a large amount of information to the reconstruction algorithm.

Therefore, the conventional method is capable of a ngood" reconstruction. The transform

domain technique, however, can pack more energy in the transmitted samples and at the

same time uses the information about all those samples to reconstruct the signal, thus

performing better than the conventional method.

MSE./ SAM PL e
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Figure IV.6 Effect of the correlation coefficient.
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When the correlation coefficient is reduced. t he conventional rnethod loses more informa

tion than the transform domain technique bpcause the latter does not rely only on the two

neighboring samples.

Examples uiitli real data

Two lines where extracted from the bobsjob sequence. Each line is 2.56 pixels long.

One corresponds to an area of 18~ motion and the other to and area of ,5 c1; motion. The

length of the nonzero segment is 100 pixels for the l8L:Q motion and 72 for the .)% motion

line. Figure IV.7 shows the original and the reconstrncted version of each of the lines

using 25 FFT points after four iterations.
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The edge of the moving object is the source of one or more large spikes as seen in Figure

IV."j. In the spatial domain subsarnpling techniques, it is possible that one or more of

these spikes may be eliminated. therefore creating objectionable effects on in the recon

structed images at the receiver. This effect is more apparent. at lower bit rates. In the

transform domain subsarnpling technique. they are not eliminated however. they are not

reconstructed exactly (see Figure Iv".7). Again as the bit rate is reduced, the degradations

become more apparent.

Transmitting some information (residual) about the spikes can be used to improve

the picture quality in their neighborhood. Figure IV.8 is an example of such a case, where

the :22 largest FFT points are used with two spatial samples representing the two spikes

on either sides of the line.
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V. CONCLUSIONS

This report presents results of the research for the "Video Teleconferencing Project"

in CCSP for the period July 1. 1984 - June 30, 198.5. Additional CCSP documents associ

ated with this project include: C·C·SP- \\rp_8-l/ 11, CCSP-TR-84/ 12, CCSP-TR-85/ 11. and

C('1SP- TR-8S /1:2.

V.I Image Statistics

A presentation of the statistical characteristics of image sequences is included in Sec

tion II. It includes information on the percent motion, the noise statistics. the image

statistics, and the motion statistics of three different image sequences.

The statistics generated are in reasonable agreement with those used for modeling

and analysis. although the correlation values calculated for these three sample processes

may be a little high in general. Also it showed that the variance for the noise is for the

difference sequence and that the variance for the actual sequence would be one half of this

value. Further, the motion percentage is probably over estimated. This problem is being

studied.

These statistics provide valuable information when analyzing algorithms and gen

erating image sequence models. They can be used to confirm any assumptions used which

before were only educated guesses or based on other data.
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V.2 Motion-Compensated Video Teleconferencing

Five accomplishments have been reported in Section III:

(1) The pel-recursive motion-compensated algorithm has been thoroughly analyzed. The

displacement estimate is seen, at convergence, to consist of two components: a mean

component which converges toward the true displacement at a rate dependent upon the

convergence coefficient, E, and a random, noise-like component whose variance is directly

proportional to E. The benefit of a more rapid convergence to the true displacement with

larger e values is offset by the increased estimate variance. The analytical model is shown

by simulation to yield better results than the heuristic technique of large e values and

clipping the update term in equation (111-4).

(2) A measure of the gradient estimation noise has been developed.

(3) A measure of the variance of the motion estimate at convergence has been derived.

(4) A new pel-recursive motion-compensate algorithm has been presented.

(.5) The previously shown fact of greater information compression by coding the differ

ence of consecutive intensity errors was shown to be false for at least one sequence. A

10% decrease was obtained by coding the consecutive intensity errors directly.

Some facts should be noted about these image sequences and the simulation parame

ters when comparing these simulation results and the simulation results of other research-

ers.
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1) The motion in the sequence used for the simulations herein is lower than the

motion in the sequences used in most other motion-compensated codec simulations [1

3,5-7,23-24,27-29].

2) The frames were not low-pass filtered to blur the edges. The sequences are very

high quality sequences with sharp edges.

3) The results are affected by the endpoints of the quantizer bins and the threshold

values in the codec. The values used herein are noted at the beginning of Section IV.

V.3 Subsampling and Interpolation in Image Sequence Coding

A thorough analysis of the problem of subsampling in image sequence coding has

been presented. A new technique for performing the subsampling in the transform

domain was developed and it is shown that the reconstruction problem at the receiver is

equivalent solving a large system of linear equations. An iterative method is used to solve

the system of equations. The analysis of this reconstruction method includes a closed

form formula for the solution, derivation of the assymptotic rate of convergence, deriva

tion of the mean square error, and analysis of the effect of the quantization noise. It is

shown that by stopping the iteration in the first few steps, adequate reconstruction is

achieved while controlling the effect of the additive noise, Finally, initial simulation

results were presented for truncated first order Markov processes and some examples are

given for real data.
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VIo AREAS FOR FUR1'HER RES~~AR(J~H

VI.l Image Statistics

Two additional pieces of statistical information that would be usef'ul are a complete

correlation matrix and tighter statistics of the motion information. The only thing pre

cluding the completion of the correlation rnatr ix is cornputer time. It simply requires a lot

of calculations and these did not seem warranted at this point. The calculation of the

statistics of the motion information is more difficult. In order to calculate such statistics,

one would need a good segmentation of the motion region and a way to deal with irregu-

larly shaped regions.

VI.2 Motion-Compensated Video Teleconferencing

Two questions remain about the analysis:

(1) Can it be assumed that the mixed partial derivatives with respect to the intensity

function are zero'? (See equation (111-9).) If so the analysis of E for convergence is much

easier.

(2) Is the convergence analysis approach used herein the best approach? It is the

approach which has been used when only one iteration is performed at each sample point

and convergence over time (or space) is sought. Can a tighter approach be had without

requiring all the computation of Nagel's approach [10,13]?

A number of things have already been mentioned which could improve the perfor

mance of the pel-recursive motion-compensated compression algorithm.
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..-\. technique that could reduce unnecessary iterations is a post-processing filter to

smooth the displacements within the moving areas and within the background. Predict

ing field-to-field motion instead of Irame-to-f'rame motion also might help. Most

researchers who have simulated a. switched predictor have used field-to-field intensity

prediction with motion-compensated (;\[C) and frame-to-frame intensity prediction with

conditional replenishment (CR) [1-4}. This tactic results in a precise prediction of the

non-moving background by using frame-to-frame prediction, but smaller displacement

vectors by using field-to-field prediction.

Something that should be done is investigate the effect of signal noise. Although an

analytical measure of the effect was derived herein and the sequences do contain noise, no

simulations were run on image sequences to which noise had been intentionally added.

Some ad vantages might accrue by using a fixed predictor for. the intensity instead of

switching between conditional replenishment ((:R) and motion-compensated (NrC). When

using a fixed predictor, some researchers have ad vocated resetting dI when

IFD < IDFD within a previously scanned area [6-7]. This could be viewed as a

swi tched corrector.

VI.3 Subsampling and Interpolation in Video Sequence Coding

More quantitative information on the new subsampling technique would be desirable.

This can be obtained by performing further simulations on synthetic and real data.

A second issue that has not been addressed in this portion of the research is the

appropriateness of the new subsampling technique if real-time constraints are imposed.
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Further research could include an evaluation of the algorithm performance in a real-time

environment.
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Appendix A

Derivation of the Gradient Estimation Noise Covariance, '2'in

This appendix contains the derivation of the noise covariance in the gradient

'\. [DFD(Za.dWI, , . The gradient estimation noise covariance is evaluated in terrns of
d d=d '

the expected gradient values and the noise in the image. The gradient estimation noise,

N( i), is the difference between the computed value of the gradient and its true value.

Therefore it can be written as:

N(i) == Vd - ~ d' (A-l)

where v, IS the computed value of the gradient and ~, is the true value. V can be
d d d

evaluated from equation (111-2) to be

Substituting (A-2) into (A-i) produces:

where

" i
DFD = DFD(za,d ),

eDFD is the DFD error,

vzI = YzI(z-dl,t-l)lz=z<>' and

e\. IS the spatial gradient error.
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Let

• l

I~ == [(za - d .t --1).

(A-4)

Assume the measurement error in both [1 and I'!, is due solely to noise. l.e., there is no

error due to interpolation in the measurement of [2' Denote the error in the two intensity

measures as eland e2' respectively, and denote the noise error in the two components of

the gradient as ex and ey ' Evaluating the DFD and writing the vectors in component

form,

. [ [VxI+e x ] [\ZI]N(l) = 2 (/1+ ed - (/2+ e2)] V
y1+e y

- 2(/1- 12) Vyl

[ [
V xI + exI [VxII= 2(/1- 12) + (e 1-e2)] v

y
1+ e

y
- 2(/1- 12) V

y1

= ') [{(II - 12 ) + (e1- e2)}( \"z I + ex ) ] _ ') [(I1- I2)Vz I]
- {(Il-I~)+(el-e2)}(vyI+ey) - (I 1 - I 2)v yI

= 2 [U1-12)ex + (e 1- e2)V I 1 + (e 1- e~.}) ex ]
(I1-I2)ey + (e 1- e2)V yI + (e1-eZ)e y

L;n can now be evaluated in terms of a and b as

}:2 = E{N(i)NT(i)} = 4E{[a
2

ab]} = 4 [E{a
2

} E{ab}]
gn ab b2 E {ab} E {b2} .

E {a2} can be evaluated as follows:

(A-i)

(A-8)
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E {a~} can be expanded as:

All thirty-six terms have four factors, at least one of which is an error factor. Let

.. 1

/3 = /(Za- d -l,t),

... i
/4 = l(za -d + 1,t -1),

15 = I(za _iii - N.t -1), and

where .\" is the number of samples in one row.

(A-g)

(A-I0)

(A-12)

Given that the gradient is estimated by a bilinear central difference equation, ex can

be evaluated as:

Likewise ey is:

= 'he 4 - 1/~e3

= J/~( e4 - e3).

(A-13)

(A-14)
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..Assume the noise is white and has a gaussian distribution and a zero mean. In other

words, assume that each of the error terrns is additive, that the true value of each meas-

ure is uncorrelated with its error (noise), that the errors are mutually uncorrelated, and

that the expected value of each or t.he error terms is zero. These are standard assurnp-

tions. Given the assuruptions. all terms which contain only a single occurrence of any of

the error factors reduce to zero. Thus E{a 2
} reduces to:

+ e1vlle1vxI + e2vx1e?vx I + e1exe1ex + e2ex e:! ex } ·

Factoring out common factors as prefixes,

E{a 2
} = E{ex2}[E{IIIl}-2E{llI2}+E{I212}]

+ E{V;I}[E {e f}+ E {e: }]

+ E{e x
2}[E{el}+E{ei}]·

The first term in (A-16) is zero since

(A-i5)

(A-16)

(A-I7)

Note that I() is not a random field. Since E{ef} = E{ei}, the last two terms in (a16) can

be rewritten as:

(A-18)

E {e l } is simply the noise variance of the image. Therefore E {a2} can be written as

E{a 2
} = 2(J~[E{v;I} + E{e z:! }].

where (J ~ is the noise variance of the image.

E{e x
2

} can be evaluated as:



f')}E t eI - = E{(1,:!e -t L:! e3):! }

E { 1,'~ e -t e -1 I ~ e t e3 + l/~ e3 e3 }

= III E {e tel} -- '.~ E {e -1 e :1} + I/~ E {e3e3}

.")

== 1~(T ~.

Thus E{a:!} can be writ ten as:

E{a:!} == 2a~E{v;I} + (a~)2.

E {b:!} is evaluated likewise and is:

E{b 2
} = 2(J"~E{~:I} + (a~r~.

E {ab } can be evaluated as follows:

(II ey - 12ey + e 1VyI - e2VyI + e 1ey - e2ey)}.

E {ab} can be expanded to:
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(~~-20)

(A-21 )

(A-22)

(A-23)

All thirty-six terms contain a single occurrence of an error factor and therefore

evaluate to zero. Thus

E{ab} == O. (A-24)

Therefore }:,in' the gradient noise at convergence, is a diagonal matrix and maybe

expressed as:
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Appendix B

Proof of Two Lemmas

The proof of the following t \VO lemmas may be found in sighted references.

Lem mu 1 [3] - Let O<a<2/c where, c = max] a l :! , C12:!' .. ,an:! ) is the largest singular

value of the ~xI\ matrix [.:-\.]. Then,

:c

a 2: ([I]-a[il]~[A])k[il]~
k=O

and

:x:

a 2: [AI~([II-a[A][A]~)k
k=O

converges and is equal to [A It .

Lemmo 2 [4]- Let [K] be an NxN semi convergent matrix, then

lim [K]n = [II - [EI
n-OO

where,

[EI = ([1]- [K])([II- [K])d

(B-1)

(B-2)

(B-3)

(B-4)

In the above lemmas [A]t and [..4]d are the Moore-Penrose and Drazin inverse of the

matrix [A].
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(IV-8S)

The rnatrices \~k\~k T are symmetric. positive semi definite and therefore their largest

eigenvalue is equal to one. Therefore for any ..\ Ee" ,

II [A (¥ II = II{f _1 l~kl~kT [B]} X II
k==l Ak

-s f _1 Ih~kWk T[B] xii
k==l Ak

-s t _1 II~¥II
k~l Ak

= Ilxll t _1
k~l ~k

Hence,

II..\FII = II~Fl + [~~li(.iFo - ~Fl)11

< II~Flll + II~Fo - 1F l i l f _1 .
k= 1 Ak

(IV-86)

(IV-87)

The above expression is an upper bound on the quantization noise, demonstrating the

asymptotic effect of the quantization noise. It shows that the quantization noise can be

excessively amplified if the matrix [A] is ill-conditioned. The above noise amplification

property is observed in every solution of system of linear equations obtained by calcula-

tion the pseudo-inverse of the coefficient matrix. Although the projection method

described here does not find the pseudo inverse of the actual matrix of coefficients, it does

find the pseudo inverse of [~-\.l.
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In what follows it is shown that r.he quantization noise is accumulated as the itera-

tion progresses and therefore can be controlled by terminating the process before the

aru p lified noise destroys the const.ruct ive trend of the iteration.

From equation (IV-SO), it is seen that the quantization noise after n iteration is given

by.

n -1

x.v, = {L [Kr}([T]~Fo + ~Fl)
z=o

(IV-88)

where, signal independent noise is assumed as before. It is seen that the noise effect at

n-l

nth iteration is a function of {2: [K]Z} and [T]~Fo + ~Fl. As expected only the out of
z=o

range (in null space of [D]) portion of F 0 contribute to the final quantization. This IS

because the samples in range of [D] are given by F 1+~F 1.

The matrix [K] given by equation (IV-52) is not symmetric. However, it is positive

semi-definite and its eigenvalues are in [0,1]. This matrix can be transformed to a tri-

angular matrix by means of an orthogonal transformation, i.e.

[P][K][P] T = [U] (IV-89)

where [U] IS a triangular matrix whose diagonal elements are the eigenvalues of [K].

Therefore,

n -1 .
2: [K]l
i=O

n-l
[P]{2: [Ur}[p]T

i=O
(IV-gO)

It is easily shown that the diagonal elements of [D"] l are equivalent to the diagonal ele-

ments of [U] (and therefore eigenvalues of [K]) raised to the ith power. Therefore, the


